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ABSTRACT

A cone crusher is a crushing machine which is widely used In the mining,

construction and recycling industries. Previous research studies have proposed

empirical mathematical models to simulate the operational performance of a cone

crusher. These models attempt to match the size distributions of the feed and product

streams. The flow of the rock and its breakage within the cone crusher chamber are

not explicitly modelled by these methods. Moreover, the ability to investigate the

changes in crusher performance affected by changes to the crusher design geometry

and/or operating variables (including cavity profile, closed size setting and eccentric

speed) are not easily achieved. Improvements to system design and performance are

normally achieved by the combination of iterative modifications made to the design

and manufacture of a series of prototype machines, and from a subsequent analysis of

the results obtained from expensive and time consuming rock testing programs. The

discrete element method (DEM) has in recent years proved to be a powerful tool in

the execution of fundamental research to investigate the behaviour of granular

material flow and rock breakage. Consequently, DEM models may provide the

computational means to simulate the flow and breakage of rock as it passes through a

cone crusher chamber. Thus, the development of field validated models may provide a

cost effective tool to predict the changes in crusher performance that may be produced

by incremental changes made to the dimensions or power delivered to the crusher

chamber. To obtain an improved understanding of the fundamental mechanisms that

take place within a cone crusher chamber, the two processes of rock flow and rock
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breakage may be decoupled. Consequently, this study firstly characterised the flow

behaviour of broken rock through a static crusher chamber by conducting a series of

experiments to investigate the flow of regular river pebbles down an inclined chute. A

parallel computational study constructed and solved a series of DEM models to

replicate the results of these experimental studies. An analysis of the results of these

studies concluded that an accurate model replication of the shape of the pebbles and

the method used to load the pebbles into the inclined chute were important to ensure

that the DEM models successfully reproduced the observed particle flow behaviour.

These studies also established relationships between the chute geometry and the time

taken for the loaded pebble streams to clear the chute.

To investigate the rock breakage behaviour observed within a cone crusher chamber,

thirty quasi-spherical particles of Glensanda ballast aggregate were diametrically

crushed in the laboratory using a Zwick crushing machine. The crushed rock particles

used were of three sieve size fractions: 14-28mm, 30-37.5mm and 40-60mm. The

effects that either a variation in the particle size or strength has on and the number and

size distribution of the progeny rock fragments produced on breakage were studied.

Subsequently, a series of DEM simulation models were constructed and solved to

replicate the experimental results obtained from these crushing tests. The aggregate

particles were represented by agglomerates consisting of a number of smaller

diameter bonded micro-spheres. A new method was proposed to generate a dense,

isotropic agglomerate with negligible initial overlap between the micro-spheres by

inserting particles to fill the voids in the agglomerate In addition, the effects that a

variation in the particle packing configurations had on the simulated strength and

breakage patterns experienced by the model agglomerate rock particles were

investigated. The results from these DEM model studies were validated against the
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experimental data obtained from the ballast rock breakage tests. A comparative

analysis of the experimental and modelling studies concluded that once the bond

strengths between the constituent micro-spheres matched the values determined from

the rock breakage tests, then the numerical models were able to replicate the measured

variations in the aggregate particle strengths.

Finally, the individual validated DEM aggregate particle flow and breakage modes

were combined to construct a preliminary coupled prototype DErvl model to simulate

the flow and breakage of an aggregate feed through a cone crusher chamber. The

author employed two modelling approaches: the population balance model (PBM) and

bonded particle model (BPM) to simulate the observed particle breakage

characteristics. The application of the PBM model was successfully validated against

historical experimental data available in the literature. However, the potential wider

use of the BPM model was deemed impractical due to the high computation time.

From a comparative analysis of the particle size distributions of the feed and

computed product streams by the two modelling approaches, it is concluded that the

simpler PBM produces more practical computationally efficient numerical solutions.
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CHAPTER 1 I TRODUCTION

1.1 Background and problem definition

Rock comminution play an important role in both the aggregate and wider mineral

extractive indu trie a the e tracted mineral cannot be effectively utili ed until their

extracted ize di tribution i reduc d. Thi ize reduction i achie ed by comminution

method including the u e of cru her. Cone cru her are one of the mo t ommon

type of mineral cru hing machine. Cone cm her ha e been widely u ed in the

mining and aggregate indu trie to cru h medium or above m dium ized ro k

material . Figure 1.1 how a Maxtrak 1000 mobile cone ru her that are typically

employed within mall to medium ized urfac aggregate rock quarrie .

Figure 1.1 Ma trak 10 0 cone cru her in operati n at a quarry

Although the operational de ign of c ne cru her ha e perienced a ignificant

improvement ince th fir t mod I were dev lop d In the mid-1920, further

improvement t the d elopm nt of cru her p rf rmance have b en re tricted. Fir tly,



it is proved difficult to successful1y predict the crusher product in terms of the size

distribution and shape of the rock particles. A number of previous researchers have

addressed this problem, by the development and solution of iterative empirical models

based on experimental observation (Gaul die, 1953; Whiten. 1972; Evertsson, 1997).

These inverse solution methods attempt to match the size distributions of the feed and

product streams. However, engineers have been unable to adapt these models to assist

in the development of modified designs to improve the operational performance of

these machines.

In particular, these iterative inverse solution models do not allow the design engineer

to investigate the influence of the effects that changes to crusher variables such as the

cavity profile. the cone throw or rotational speed settings may have on the crusher

performance. The alternative use of an incremental build and test of design prototypes

is both expensive, often requiring the production of several models to achieve the

required production specification. For example. it can take eight to ten months to

validate the result of a change of a cavity profile, which is very expensive and

inefficient.

The development and application of validated computational simulation models of

cone crushers would significantly reduce the lead time and costs. The discrete element

method (DEM) (Cundall and Strack, 1979) provides a potential method with which to

investigate the mechanical behaviour of the flow and breakage of granular material at

both the micro and macro scales. The construction of DEM agglomerate particle

models, include algorithms to represent the changes in the finite displacements,

rotations and bonds between the discrete particles that form the agglomerates, when

these agglomerates are subjected to an external load. The new position. rotation and
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contacts that result from the application of these temporally changing applied loads

are iteratively determined during the calculation process. These discrete particle body

models may also be bonded together, to form more realistic composite rock models.

This methodology has been employed by researchers to conduct studies to investigate

the deformation and flow of granular materials. Over the past thirty years, DEM

models have been widely used to investigate the mechanical behaviour of granular

material. The results of some recent research studies might usefully be adapted to

investigate the rock breakage and flow mechanisms observed within cone crushers.,

These include the models of rock breakage within ball mills investigated by Cleary

(2001a), (2001b); and Cleary et al (2003). Thus, DEM models may provide a

powerful tool with which to model the coupled flow and breakage of rocks within

cone crushers.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this project is to gain an improved fundamental understanding of the

characteristics of rock flow and breakage within a cone crusher chamber by the use of

validated DEM models.

The objectives of this project may be stated as:

1. To develop DEM models to replicate the flow and breakage observed within

cone crushers

2. To develop a more fundamental understanding of the rock and machine

parameters that contributes to the optimum flow and breakage of rock within

cone crushers
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3. To investigate the influence of chamber geometry on the predicted rock flow

and breakage.

4. To investigate the role of the feed rock size distribution on the predicted

product rock size distribution produced.

5. To validate the models developed against known machine and rock parameters.

Figure 1.2 shows the investigative strategy used during the execution of this research

project to gain a greater understanding of flow and breakage occurred within the

crushing chamber. Initially, the fundamental aggregate rock flow and breakage modes

observed within the crusher chamber were decoupled and individually studied. Firstly,

the gravity flow of rocks that occurs in the crusher chamber was investigated by

performing a series of laboratory experiments of the flow of a collection of smooth

regular shaped river gravel pebbles of a known particle size distribution from an

inclined rectangular Perspex chute. as the chute charged with the pebbles is shown in

figure 1.2. The results of the laboratory experiments were then used to validate the

results of DEM models and to increase the understanding of the flow processes.

Secondly, to develop an appropriate rock breakage model, a series of diametrical

laboratory compression tests were performed on a sized collection of aggregate ballast

particles.
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Crushing process I

..--1 Flow in the chamber Rock breakage

Combine flow model and breakage model to get a OEM cone crusher model

Figure 1.2 The trateg to model th on ru her using the DEM

To achiev the e aim , the following in e tigati e methodology wa adopted:

1. A critical literature review wa performed to determin the method u ed and

the re ult obtained to characteri e the prin ipal mechani m and parameter

that govern the operation and performan of con ru her. A ritical

literature review of r k comminution m thod and th haracteri ation and

analytical method u ed to determine r ck particle ize.

2. A critical literature review to identify the fundamental principle and code of

practice that govern a robu t con truction and application of DEM and

PFC om del.

3. A critical review of the literature that report previou e p rimental tudie

that have inve tigated the flow of particle within an inclin d chute.
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4. The development and solution of DEM models to simulate particle flow down

an inclined experimental chute. A validation of the model 'simulations with

experimental data.

5. The execution of experimental studies to investigate the breakage of a range

of sizes of aggregate rock particles subjected to vertical compression loads

applied across parallel horizontal steel plates.

6. DEM models to replicate the single rock breakage characteristics observed

above. The results of these simulations were compared to and validated

against the results of the experimental work in terrns of the shape and size

distribution of the progeny particles.

7. The development and solution of DEM models to predict the flow and

breakage of multiple particulate feeds through a cone crusher chamber.

8. A parametric model study to investigate the influence that the dimensions of

the crusher chamber geometry have on the predicted rock flow and breakage

determined from an examination of the particle size distributions within the

product streams

9. The validation of the results predicted by the cone crusher models against

actual field collected feed and product samples for a given rock type.

10. The identification of the physical operating characteristics of cone crushers

that define the production of regular product size distributions and shape for

given rock type feed size distributions.
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1.3 Thesis outline

Chapter One presents a brief introduction to background behind the engineering

problem investigated, provides a definition of the aims and objectives of the research

studies proposed, and presents an outline of the experimental and computational

modelling methodology that was adopted. Chapter Two details a summary of the

theory behind the discrete element method (OEM) models used including, a definition

of the calculation principles and a description of the relevant constitutive models

employed from the PFC3D (Itasca, 2008) code used in the execution of this project.

Chapter Three reports the results of a critical review of the results and conclusions of

related research studies published in the literature. In particular, this chapter presents

the research highlights of studies conducted to: establish the working mechanisms

that govern the performance of cone crushers; identify the rock flow and breakage

behaviours within the crusher chamber; develop and apply OEM models to granular

material flow; establish basic theories to describe rock breakage; develop and apply

DEM models to replicate rock breakage events; develop and apply iterative

mathematical models to replicate the rock breakage experienced within cone

crushers.

Chapter Four summarises the background behind and the results obtained from the

fundamental experimental and DE~1 simulation studies conducted to characterise rock

flow down an inclined chute: Two types of chute flow experiments were conducted.

The first set of flow experiments employed a chute charged with a single sieve size of

pebbles. The purpose of these experiments were to obtain a basic understanding of the

flows of similar sized but differently shaped particulate, The second set of
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experiments initially charged the chute with number of equal volume bands of

particles. The sieve size of the particles loaded into each of the bands increased from

the bottom (outlet) to the top (inlet) of the chute. These banded particulate sized flow

experiments were conducted to investigate the nature of the flow 'of an incrementally

size reducing particulate stream as it moves down the cone crusher chamber.

Corresponding discussion of the development and application of DEM models to

replicate the experimental observations are also presented in this chapter.

Chapter Five details the results of the experimental and computational modelling

studies to investigate the compressive breakage of a series of sizes of aggregate rock

particles. The experimental studies established data to describe the distribution of the

particle strengths, the effect of particle size on particle strength and the size

distribution of the progeny rock fragments. The simulation studies employed a novel

algorithm with which to generate a dense random packing agglomerate to represent

the initial rock particles.

Chapter Six presents the results of two forms of a coupled DEM model that simulates

the combined flow and breakage of a feed of rock particles as they move through the

cone crusher chamber. The particle breakage may be modelled either using the PBM

or the BPM algorithm.

Chapter Seven presents a review of the major conclusions and research contributions

made by this study and a discussion of the potential future extensions that may be

pursued.
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CHAPTER2

LITERATURE REVIEW OF THE DISCRETE ELEMENT

METHOD

2.1 Introduction

The discrete element method or distinct element method (DEM) is a numerical

method to compute the motion and locations of a large number of micro and macro

sized particles and was first proposed by Cundall (1971). Cundall and Strack (1979)

firstly applied the discrete element method (DEM) to model granular materials. The

results of these initial numerical and experimental photo elastic studies confirmed that

DEM is a valid tool with which to investigate the fundamental behaviour of granular

materials. Parallel with the development of increased computational capacity, DEM

has been increasingly used to investigate the micro mechanical behaviour of granular

materials. However, some of the micro property effects, such as particle shape,

interparticle friction, contact constitutive law and fabric (Le. particle arrangement and

orientation), are not yet fully understood,.

DEM is now widely used to investigate a wide range of engineering problems

associated with granular or discontinuous materials, including: granular flows,

powder mechanics, and rock mechanics. To model granular materials, the use of

DEM enables the user to investigate the influence of a number of parameters many of
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which are not easily measured in laboratory experiments. These parameters include:

interparticle friction, the distribution of contact forces, the particle coordination

number, and the particle movements. Furthermore, the use of a OEM model allows

the user to consistently employ an identically distributed initial particulate sample size

distribution subjected to a range of different loading. Therefore, unlike experimental

sample preparation methods, the OEM models ensure that the material properties of

the initial samples put under load are identical. This chapter also introduces the reader

to the fundamental models employed by OEM and presents an overview of the

computational model solution algorithms employed by the PFC3D commercial code

that is employed by this study.

2.2 Introduction to the discrete element method

The discrete element method was first developed by Cundall (1971) to study rock

mechanics problems and was later extended to investigate granular materials by

Cundall and Strack (1979). Cundall and Hart (1992) defined the scope of the

application of the discrete element method and summarized fundamental principles

governing the modelling of discrete element systems. In their definition, the OEM

permits the computation of the finite displacement and rotation of discrete bodies,

including complete detachment, and automatically recognises the establishment of

new contacts as the calculation progresses.

The OEM models granular materials as packed assemblies of discrete elements. This

method is based on the use of an explicit numerical scheme in which the interaction of

the particles is modelled contact by contact and the relative motion of the particles is
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modelled particle by particle. Therefore, the DEM makes it possible to analyse the

mechanics of granular materials at both the micro and macro scale (Itasca, 2008).

In the DEM, the interaction of the particles is treated as a dynamic process, whereby a

state of equilibrium exists whenever the internal forces balance. The contact forces

and displacements of a stressed assembly of particles are found by tracing the

movements of the individual particles. Movements result from the propagation

through the particle system of disturbances caused by specified wall and/or particle

motion, and body forces (Itasca, 2008).

The dynamic behaviour is represented numerically by a time-stepping algorithm in

which it is assumed that the velocities and accelerations are constant within each

time-step. The solution scheme is identical to that used by the explicit finite difference

method for continuum analysis. DEM is based upon the idea that the time-step is so

small that, during a single time-step, disturbances cannot propagate from any particle

further than its immediate neighbours. Then, at all times, the forces acting on any

particle are determined exclusively by its interaction with the particles with which it is

in contact.

The calculations in DEM are based on two laws: the application of Newton's second

law to the particles, and a force-displacement law at the contacts between the particles.

Newton's second law is used to calculate the motion of each particle arising from the

contact and body forces acting upon it. The force-displacement law is used to evaluate

the contact force from the computed displacement, and then to update the contact

forces arising from the relative motion determined at each contact point.
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2.3 PFC3D particle-Ilow model

As described by Cundall and Strack (1979), the computational algorithms used by the

PFC3D code, employ the distinct element method (DEM) to model the movement and

interaction of spherical particles. The resultant simulation models are formed by a

collection of distinct spheres that displace independently of one another and interact

only at the contact or interfaces between the particles. The modelling assumptions

made by the PFC3D computational algorithms are:

1. The particles are treated as rigid bodies

2. The contacts occur over a vanishingly small area

3. A soft-contact approach is used to define the contacts, such that the rigid

particles are allowed to overlap with one another at the contact points.

4. The magnitude of the overlap permitted between adjacent particles is related

to the contact force via the force-displacement law.

5. Bonds can exist at the contacts between particles.

6. All particles are spherical. However, the use of clump logic is permitted

which supports the creation of super-particles of arbitrary shape. Consequently,

each created clump consists of a set of overlapping spheres, and acts as a rigid

body with a deformable boundary. (Lu, M., 2007)

In the construction of PFC3D simulation models, the spherical particles and walls are

defined as the two basic entities. Walls allow the user to apply velocity boundary

conditions to assemblies of balls to simulate compaction or confinement. The balls

and walls interact with one another via the forces that arise at the contacts. The PFC3D

code is suitable to model the stress-strain response of a granular material whose

deformation results primarily from the sliding and rotation of the rigid particles and
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the interlocking at the particle interfaces. More complex behaviours of granular

materials may be modelled by allowing the particles to be bonded together at their

contact points, so that internal forces are allowed to develop at the contacts. An

outline of the basic conceptual models and mathematical principles employed by the

PFC3D code are presented in the following sections.

2.4 The calculation procedures of the PFC3D code

The computational solution of a simulation model created with the PFC30 code

requires the repeated application of the law of motion to each particle in each

calculation cycle. A Contact that initially exist between adjacent balls and/or a ball

and a wall, may be broken and/or additional contacts formed during the simulation

(Zhou et al, 2006).

The calculation cycle used by the PFC3o. code is a time-stepping algorithm that

requires: the repeated application of the law of motion to each particle, a force-

displacement law to each contact, and a constant update of the wall positions. Figure

2.1 illustrates the calculation cycle. At the start of each time-step, the contacts are

updated from the particle and wall positions. The force-displacement law is then

applied to each contact to update the contact forces based on the relative motion

between the two contacted entities and the contact constitutive model. Then, the law

of motion is applied to each particle to update its velocity and position based on the

resultant force and the moment arising from the contact forces and any body forces

acting on the ball. Also the wall positions are updated based on the specified wall

velocities.
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art\c\e ....wan positions and set of
6'3\0 ? Contact.

~ s

Force-Displacement Law
(applied to each contact)

I
· relative motion I
• constitutive law I

l_ _j

Law of Motion
(applied to each particle)
• resultant force + moment

contact forces

Figure 2.1 Calculation cycle use by the PFC3D computational code (Itasca, 2008)

Force-Displacement Law

The contact force vector F; can be resolved into normal and shear components with

respect to the contact plane and expressed as:

Equation 2-1

Where Fin and F/ stand for the normal and shear component vectors respectively.

The force displacement law relates the relative displacement between two entities at a

contact to the contact force acting on the entities via the normal and shear stiffness

computed at the contact. The normal contact force vector is calculated by the

evaluation of the expression:

Equation 2-2
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Where J(I is the normal stiffness at the contact, computed from the application of the

current contact-stiffness model. n, is the unit normal and if is the overlap between the

two entities. (Itasca, 2008)

The shear contact force is calculated in an incremental fashion. When the contact is

formed, the total shear contact force is initialized to zero. Each subsequent

incremental change in the relative shear-displacement increment produces an

incremental increase in the elastic shear force. The shear component of the contact

displacement-increment vector that occurs over an incremental time step, Lit, is

. calculated as:

Equation 2-3

where Vis is the shear component of the contact velocity respect to the contact plane.

The shear elastic force-increment vector is calculated by the evaluation of the

expression:

Equation 2-4

where k' stands for the shear stiffness at the contact.

Finally, the new shear contact force is calculated by a summation of the shear force

vectors present at the start of the time step, where the shear elastic force increment

vector is evaluated from the expression (Itasca, 2008):

Ft = {F/}Old + flFt Equation 2-5

Law of Motion
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The motion of a single particle is determined by a resolution of the resultant force and

the moment vectors acting upon it. The equations of motion may be expressed as two

vector equations. One of the equations of motion relates the resultant force to the

translational motion, as:

Equation 2-6

where F; is the resultant force, m is the total mass of the particle, and gi is the body

force acceleration vector. The other equation of motion relates the resultant moment

to the rotational motion, as

Equation 2-7

where M, is the resultant moment acting on the particle, and Hi is the angular

momentum of the particle. For a spherical particle of radius R with uniform density,

Equation 2-7 may be written to define the global-axis system as

'. 2 2'
M, = 101; = (-mR )01;

5 Equation 2-8

The equations of motion, given by Equations 2-6 and 2-8, are integrated using a

centred finite-difference procedure involving a time-step of ~t. The quantities Xi and

(J)j, are computed at the mid-time-step intervals of t±n~t/2, while the quantities Xi,

i;, wp Fi, and M, are computed at the primary intervals of t+ntxt. The accelerations are

calculated from an evaluation of the expressions:

.. (I) 1 . (1+~/2) • (1-~/2)

Xi =-(X; -Xi )
~t Equation 2-9
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. (I) 1 (l+ru/2) (1-t1J/2)

OJ; = -(OJ; - OJ; )
M

Equation 2-10

Inserting these expressions into Equations 2-6 and 2-8 and solving for the velocities at

time t±~t/2 result in:

• (1+t1J/2) • (1-t1J/2) F.(I)

x; = x; +(-' -+ g;)~t
m Equation 2-11

(t+ru/2) (1-t1J/2) M~I)

OJ; = OJ; + (-'-)~t
I Equation 2-12

Finally, the position of the particle centre for the next cycle is calculated from an

evaluation of the expression:

. (t+ru/2)

X~I+ru) = x~t) + Xi M
, I Equation 2-13

2.5 Contacts constitutive models in PFC3D

The overall constitutive behaviour of a material may be simulated by a model

constructed with the PFC3D code by associating a simple constitutive model to each

contact. Three parallel models may be simultaneously resolved at the ball-wall or

ball-ball contacts. These three model components. define the contact force-

displacement behaviour, as shown in figure 2.2. A dashpot model is always used to

model either system damping or energy dissipation. The behaviour experienced at

contacts are normally modelled using a linear or Hertz model. The simulation of a

parallel bond is achieved by the addition of a parallel-bond component to a contact. A

description of all of these is detailed in the following sections.
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c_{n,vs}force,3D c {n,vs}vforce, 3D
r----,- j

dash pot

c balll
cm

c bal12

pbond

pb_{n,vs}force, 3D
dashpot: global viscous damping

cm: contact model {linear, hertz, udm_X}
pbond: parallel bond

Figure 2.2 Components at a contact in PFC3D (Itasca, 2008)

2.5.1 The damping system employed within PFC3D

Energy supplied to a system of particles is dissipated through frictional sliding. The

damping algorithms available within PFC3D code may be employed to dissipate

energy by effectively damping the governing equations of motion. In the PFC3D code,

system damping systems may be achieved by the application of a local or viscous

damping model.

Local Damping

The local damping model available in the PFC3D code is similar to that described in

Cundall (1987). It is easily implemented by the addition of a damping force to the

equations of motion, given by equations 2-6 and 2-8, given by the following

expression
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Equation 2-14

Where Fg and M are the generalized force and mass components respectively, Fg

includes the contribution from gravity, and pJ is the damping force. The damping

force is calculated as:

Equation 2-15

Here U/ocal means local damping coefficient whose default value is 0.7.

The application of a local damping model has the following advantages:

I, Only the accelerated motion is damped, therefore, no erroneous damping forces

arise from the steady-state motion

2, The damping constant, U/oca/, is non-dimensional.

3, Since damping is frequency-independent, regions of the model assembly with

different natural periods are damped equally, by using the same damping constant.

However, the local damping coefficient is just an artificial value which may be

inappropriate in some cases, for example where as the particles are in free flight under

gravity or where a large group of particles are driven by a specified-velocity boundary

condition.

Viscous Damping

As the focus of this research, is dynamic particle flow, that the use of a local damping

system is not appropriate. To obtain a realistic energy dissipation, it is necessary to set

all of the local damping coefficients to zero and to employ viscous damping.
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When the vi cou damping model are active, normal and hear da hpot are added at

each contact. The e da hpot act in parallel with the exi ting contact model-for

example, the linear contact model a hown in Figure 2.3. A damping force, D,

(i=n:normal, : hear), i added to the contact force, in which the normal and hear

component are given by the expres ion:

Equation 2-16

Where C, is the damping constant, Vi is the relative velocity at the contact, and the

damping force acts to oppo e the normal direction of motion. The damping con tant i

not pecified directly; in tead the critical damping ratio fJi i pecified, and the

damping con tant atisfies the equation:

c. = e.cr=t Pt t Equation 2-17

Where er» is the critical damping con tant.

Ball-Ball Ball-Wall

Normal Direction

c

Ball-Ball Ball-Wall

Shear Direction

Figure 2.3 Vi cous damping activated at a contact using the linear contact model (Itasca
2008)
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Equation 2·18

Where W; is the natural frequency of the undamped system, k, is the contact tangent

stiffness, and m is the effective system mass. In the case of a ball-wall contact, m is

taken as the ball mass, whereas in the case of ball-ball contact, m is taken as the

average mass of the two contacting balls. Therefore the critical damping ratio P is

given by (Ginsberg and Genin, 1984)

c·fJ = l

2.Jmki Equation 2-19

2.5.2 Contact models

The PFC3D code provides the user with two standard basic contact models: the linear

and Hertzian contact models. The models establish two different contact stiffnesses.

Linear contact model

For the linear contact model, the contact stiffness is defined by the normal and shear

stiffnesses, k; and ks, of the two contacting entities. The normal stiffness and shear

stiffness acting at the contact are derived by the solution of equations 2-20 and 2-21

k [A]k [8]

K" = " "k [A] +k [8]

" "
Equation 2·20

k [A]k [8]

KS = s s
k [A] +k [8]
S S Equation 2·21

Where the superscripts [A] and [B] denote the two entities in contact.
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Hertz contact model

The Hertz-Mindlin contact model is a nonlinear contact formulation based on an

approximation of the theory proposed by Mindlin and Deresiewicz (1953) and

described in Cundall (1988). However, this model is strictly only applicable to the

case of spheres in contact, and therefore does not reproduce the continuous

nonlinearity observed under shear. The model is defined in terms of the shear

modulus, G, and the Poisson's ratio, v, of the two contacting balls. The normal

stiffness and shear stiffness acting at the contact are given by the expression:

K' = (2G[;J).JiF
3(1- v)

Equation 2-22

_ 2

K' = (2W 3(1-~) R)I/J )1F;'I"l
2-v Equation 2-23

Where U" is the sphere overlap, and Ir-;"I is the magnitude of the normal contact force.

The multipliers to both of these equations are a function of the geometric and material

properties of the two entities in contact. For ball-ball contact, the multipliers depend

on the following properties:

Equation 2·24

Equation 2·25

Equation 2·26
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Where, G, is the elastic shear modulus; V, is Poisson's ratio; R, is sphere radius and

the superscripts A and B denote the two spheres in contact. For the case of a ball-wall

contact, the wall is replaced by an identical ball positioned symmetrically about the

wall location.

2.5.3 Parallel bond

A paralIel bond between two particles may be envisaged as a finite sized piece of

cementitious material acting over a circular cross-section lying between the particles.

The parallel bond can transmit both forces and moments between the particles. The

constitutive behaviour of the parallel bond model is shown in the Figure 2.4. As a

result of the paralIel bond stiffness, any relative motion at the contact causes a force

and a moment to develop within the bond material. The parallel bond model breaks

when either of these normal and shear maximum stresses exceeds the corresponding

parallel bond strength.

The total force and moment associated with a parallel bond are denoted by F; and

M; , with the convention that this force and moment represent the action of the bond

on sphere B in the Figure 2.4,. Each of these vectors may be resolved into normal and

shear components with respect to the contact plane given by the equations:

Equation 2·27

M =M."+M.s
; I I Equation 2·28
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Where F';n ,F'; S and M; n ,M; S denote the normal and shear component vectors

respectively. These vectors are shown in Figure 2.4, where the paraIlel bond is

depicted as a cylinder of elastic material, the incremental normal and shear

component vectors may be expressed by :

Equation 2-29

Equation 2-30

Equation 2-31

Equation 2-32

The maximum tensile and shear stresses acting on the bond periphery can

becalculated by:

_ 1M si-F" ;-
aInU =--+--R

A I
Equation 2-33

I~'IIM"I-
T =--+--R

max A J
Equation 2-34

Where, A, is the area of the bond disk; J, is the polar moment of inertia of the disc

cross-section; I, is the moment of inertia of the disc cross-section about an axis

through the contact point; and R is the radius of the bond disc. The values of these

parameters may be calculated from the expressions:

Equation 2-35
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2-
A=7rR Equation 2-36

1 _4

J=-JrR
2 Equation 2-37

1 _4

I=-JrR
4 Equation 2-38

where q; is an input value of parallel bond radius multiplier, Rmin repre ent the

minimum radius of the two bonded ball .

2R
-n
Fj

Figure 2.4 Parallel bond depicted as a cylinder of cementitious material (Itasca, 2008)
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2.6 Component behaviour

The application of the contact model introduced in section 2.5 may result in the

production of three types of system behaviour: stiffness, slip and bonding.

2.6.1 Stiffness

The relationship between the contact stiffnesses and the contact forces and relative

displacements in the normal and shear directions are described by equations 2-2 and

2-4. The contact stiffnesses differ for the linear and Hertz contact models, as

described in section 2.5.2.

2.6.2 Slip

Slip is initiated by the introduction of a coupling between shear and normal force,

such that the two contacting entities may slip relative to one another. The introduction

of this relationship provides no normal strength in tension and allows slip to occur by

limiting the shear force. This model is defined by the specification of the friction

coefficient at the contact u ,where u is taken to be the minimum friction coefficient

of the two contacting entities.

The contact is checked for slip conditions by the calculation of the maximum

allowable shear contact force:

Equation 2-39

Slip is allowed to occur if IF; si> F rmx S • The magnitude of F/ will be set equal to Fmax S

in the next iterative calculation cycle.
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2.6.3 Bonding

The PFC3D code contains a class of sub models that allow particles to be bonded

together at contacts. The two standard bonding models are the contact bond and

parallel bond. Both bonds can be envisioned as a glue, invisibly joining the two

particles. The concept and use of parallel bond models has been introduced in section

2.5.3. A contact bond can be envisaged as, an infinitesimally small piece of glue,

being formed by a pair of elastic springs that possess constant normal and shear

stiffnesses acting at the contact point. These two springs have specified shear and

tensile normal strengths. The magnitude of the shear contact force is limited by the

shear contact bond strength and the tensile force that may be developed at a contact in

the contact bonds. The magnitude of the tensile normal contact force is determined

from the normal contact bond strength.

A contact bond consists of a combination of a normal contact bond strength Fe nand

shear contact bond strength F/. If the magnitude of the tensile normal contact force

equals or exceeds the normal contact bond strength, the bond will break, and both the

normal and shear contact forces are set to zero. If the magnitude of the shear contact

force equals or exceeds the shear contact force, or equals or exceeds the shear bond

strength, the bond will break. However, for these cases the contact forces are not

altered, provided that the shear force does not exceed the friction limit, and provided

that the normal force is compressive.

The force-displacement behaviour relating the normal and shear components of a

contact force and the relative displacement for particle contacts that occur at a point is

shown in Figure 2.5. Either the contact bond or the slip behaviour is active at any
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given time. Note that additional force and moment may also be acting if a parallel

bond is present.

F"
(tension)

bond
breaks

ir (overlap)

(a): Normal component of contact force

"'~,,<;>0
c}

~~
cP

slip behavior

bond
breaks

us

(b): shear component of contact force

Figure 2.5: Constitutive behaviour of c'ontact occurring at a point (Itasca, 2008)
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2.7 Clump logic

A clump is a single entity of overlapping balls and behaves as a rigid body (i.e. the

balls comprising the clump remain at a fixed distance from each other). During the

execution of the calculations, internal overlapping contacts are ignored to save on the

computational time as compared to when all the contacts are active. Thus, a clump

acts as a rigid body (with a deformable boundary) that will not break apart, regardless

of the forces acting upon it. In this sense, a clump differs from a group of particles

that are bounded to one another.

The total mass of a clump, rn, with a centre of mass of clump located at, xJG], and the

moments and products of inertia Iii and Iij, are defined by the following equations:

Equation 2-40

1 N
x~G] = - ~ m[p]x~p]

I L I

m p=l Equation 2-41

Equation 2-42

Equation 2-43

Where N p is the number of balls that form the clump, m[p], is the mass of a ball,

x[p), is the centroid location of the ball and, R[p], is the radius of the ball.

The motion of a clump is determined by the resultant force and moment vectors acting

upon it. Because a clump is treated as a rigid body, its motion may be described in
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terms of the translational motion of the entire clump. The equation representing this

translational motion may be written in the vector from

Equation 2-44

Where, F;, is the resultant force (i.e., the sum of all externally-applied forces acting

on the clump) and, gi » is the body force acceleration vector arising from gravity

loading.

The equation for rotational motion may be written in the vector form

Equation 2-45

where, M i s is the resultant moment about the centre of mass, and, n; is the time

rate-of-change of the angular momentum of the clump.

The resultant moment in Eq. (2-41) is computed by

Equation 2-46

where, M }p], is the externally-applied moment acting on particle (p), Ft[p], is the

resultant force acting on particle (p) at its centroid, and, Ft[p,c] ,is the force acting on

particle (p) at contact (c).

The time rate-of-change of the angular momentum for a system can be written as

Equation 2-47
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2.8 Summary

DEM has been used by many researchers to model geotechnical problems. The basic

concepts and general mathematical background to the model algorithms available

within the commercial PFC3D computational code have been reviewed. DEM is a

powerful tool with which to conduct fundamental research into the behaviour of

granular materials. The main disadvantage of DEM simulation is the enormous

potential computational expense, as often the solution to many problems requires the

use of very small time or spatial increments to ensure accuracy and numerical stability.

In addition the models often require the use of a large number of discrete particles to

ensure a sufficient number of contacts. DEM enables the user to investigate particle

properties which cannot be obtained using conventional continuum mechanics,

including: particle-particle friction, contact force distribution and coordination

numbers. As circular (2D) or spherically (3D) shaped particles can roll and thus lead

to a lower strength of the assembly, researchers have proposed clump models to

represent complex particle shapes. These clump models, constructed from an

amalgamation of a number of spherical particles, constrain the rotation of the

constituent circular/spherical particles. The accuracy of the DEM models to granular

materials and rock mechanics is highly dependent on the determination of the correct

physical particle parameters, including the particle shape, rotation and friction

coefficient.
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CHAPTER 3 LITERATURE REVIEW OF CONE

CRUSHER RESEARCH STUDIES

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is divided into four sub sections. Section 3.2 introduces the reader to the

types of modem crusher machines employed in the minerals extraction and

construction industries. In particular, this section provides an overview of engineering

design and general working principles of cone crushers. Section 3.3 presents a critical

review of the recent research studies published in the literature that have studied the

use of DEM models to investigate the flow of granular material. The extension of the

use of DEM models to study rock breakage is reviewed in Section 3.4. , Section 3.5

concludes this chapter by providing a critical review of the research published in the

literature that have developed empirical mathematical models that replicate the flow

and breakage of rock streams within cone crushers.

3.2 The cone crusher

3.2.1 Crushers and the cone crusher

Crushing is the first mechanical stage in the process of comminution in which the

main objective is either the liberation of the valuable minerals from the gangue (Wills

and Napier-Munn, 2006) or the production of aggregate for construction materials.

The earliest crusher machines developed included stamp mills and super heavy duty
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flour grinding mills. In recent time , the main cru her employed have been the jaw,

gyratory and cone cru hers. (Napier-Munn et aI, 1996)

A jaw cru her ha di tinctive operational and de ign feature , which consi t of two

plate which open and hut like the jaw of an animal (Grieco and Grieco, 1985).

Figure 3.1 how the tructure of jaw crusher in operation. The jaw are et an acute

angle to each other, and one jaw i pivoted 0 that i wing relative to the other fixed

jaw. Material fed into the jaws i alternately nipped and relea ed to fall further under

gravity into the cru hing chamber. Another important feature of all jaw cru her i

the heavy flywheel attached to the drive, which i nece ary to tore energy on the

idling half of the troke and deliver it on the cru hing half. Jaw cru her are al 0

limited in capacity for their weight and ize a they work only on a half-cycle (Will

and Napier-Munn, 2006). Therefore, due to it alternate loading and relea e of str

it mu t be very rugged and need to be et in trong foundation to accommodate the

vibration.

Figure 3.1 tructure of Jaw ru her (Will and apier-Munn,2006)
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Gyratory crusher are mainly u ed on urface cru hing plant and a few currently

operate in underground mines (Wills and Napier-Munn, 2006). Figure 3.2 haws the

structural components of a gyratory cru hing machine. It can be een the gyratory

cru her con i t e entially of a long pindle, carrying a hard teeI conical grinding

element, the head, eated in an eccentric. leeve. Material travel downward between

the two urface being progre ively cru hed until it i small enough to fall out

through the gap between the two urface.

Figure 3.2 Structure of Gyratory rusher (Will and apier-Munn, 2006)

A cone cru her is a modified from of gyratory cru her. The e ential difference i that

the shorter spindle of the cone cm her i not uspended, a in the gyratory, but i

supported in a curved, univer al bearing below the gyratory head or cone. The mantle

haped like a cone and attached at a tationary bearing at the top and an off centred

rotating bearing at the bottom; thi create an eccentric gyrating action. Taking aero

sectional cut through the chamber essentially how that the cru hing action of the
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rotating cone and mantle effectively act as two jaw cru her working back to back.

Figure 3.3 how the structure of cone crusher (Will and Napier-Munn, 2006).

Figure 3.3 tructure of one Crusher ( apier-Munn et al, 1996)
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o x

Figure 3.4 Vertical cross-section of a cone crusher showing the operation principle

Fig 3.4 shows the operating principles of a cone crusher. The eccentric gyratory

motion of the mantle when a cross section of the cone crusher is taken shows a

cyclically motion of backwards and forwards of the mantle. Therefore the distance

between concave and mantle will change over time. The furthest distance is named as

the Open Size Setting (aSS) while the smallest distance is known as Closed Size

Setting (CSS). Taking a fixed point in the chamber the distance between the mantle

and concave will vary as shown in figure 3.5. The distance between the surfaces of

the mantle and concave periodically changes from between the CSS to ass over a

rotation of 21[. The number of OSS and CSS settings that a given rock particle will

experience as it travels down the chamber is dependent on the revolutions per minute

(rpm) of the mantle. The CSS is the point at which the material will be under

compression and during which potential breakage will occur. The periodic opening of

the chamber to the ass setting will allow the compressed material to relax and to

flow down the chamber. This is a step wise motion with the CSS decreasing each time.
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Figure 3.5 Fixed point in the chamber the distance between mantle and concave varies

with time ( Evertsson, 2000)

3.2.2 Design and performance parameters of a cone crusher

Closed side setting

The Closed side setting (CSS) (see figure 3.4) is the most commonly used parameter

to adjust the degree of comminution achieved by a crushing machine and thus

influence the product particle size distribution. The laboratory experiments performed

by Karra (1983) concluded that the CSS has the largest influence on the productsize

distribution. The later work of Evertsson (2000) confirmed that the CSS affects the

product particle size distribution due to change in the distance between the mantle and

concave, which changes the crushing ratio and capacity of the machine. The effects

on the product size distribution effected by a change in the CSS crusher parameter is

shown in figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 The effect that a change in the CSS has on the product size distribution
(HuJthen,2010).

Eccentric rotational peed

Eccentric rotational peed a] 0 ha a ignificant on the size di tribution of the product

produced by a cone cru her. The eccentric rotational peed affects the number of

material compre sion experienced by a ingle rock particle a it travels through the

crusher chamber, and thu the effective compre ion ratio, and re ultant particle ize

distribution of product. Figure 3.7 show the effect of the eccentric rotational speed

on the product ize distribution delivered by a hydrocone cru her for the arne feed

tream size di tribution.
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Figure 3.7 The effect of eccentric peed on the product size distribution (Hulthen, 2010).

Stroke

troke

The stroke i the eccentric di tance the cone move during half a rotation. However,

thi i a machine parameter that hould not be adju ted or controlled during operation

(Hulthen, 2010). The eccentric throw controls the amplitude of the inu oidal

rotation around the pivot point .

3.3 Literature review of crusher rock flow models

3.3.1 Rock flow models within cone crushers

Evert on (1999) classified the flow of a particle or a volume of material in a cone

cru her chamber into three different tates of motion::

• Sliding

• Free fall
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• Squeezing

Evertsson (1999) proposed a model that defined sliding to mean that particles slides

along the mantle surface when it is in contact with the mantle. Free fall is assumed to

occur if the local acceleration of the mantle surface in the vertical direction exceeds

the acceleration of gravity. Particles are assumed to be squeezed when mantle is

moving towards concave. Following every reduction cycle, corresponding to one

revolution of eccentric rotation of the cone, the downward rock flow transport will

consist of sliding and/or free fall depending on the eccentric rotational speed. The

three eccentric speed regions which result due to the different combinations of particle

motion states are more fully described below.

Speed region I

At low rotational speeds the motion of the descending rock particles is purely

determined by a sliding motion. Only sliding will occur until the mantle starts to

return from the OSS to the CSS at which point the particles will be nipped and

breakage may occur. This defines the particle motion behaviour within the speed

region I. The transport mechanisms experienced within this speed region are shown as

Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 Transport mechanisms proposed within the speed region II for the cone
crusher flow model (Evertsson, 1999)

Speed region II

As figure 3.9 shows, if the eccentric speed is high enough to give the mantle surface a

vertical acceleration exceeding gravity, the particle will experience free fall until the

particle catches up with the mantle and will then continue its motion of sliding if the

mantle is still moving away from concave (nominal distance changing from CSS to

aSS).
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Figure 3.9 Transport mechanisms proposed within the speed region II for the cone
crusher flow model (Evertsson, 2000)

Speed region III

If the eccentric speed continues to increase, it approaches the speed region III. In this

speed region, the vertical acceleration of the mantle is larger than gravity, such that

the particle will firstly experience a free fall motion as experienced n speed region II.

However, the difference in this case is that the mantle has already moved towards the

concave when the particle catches up with the mantle. Consequently, a particle will

experience no sliding during the whole revolution, as shown in figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 Transport mechanisms proposed within speed region III of the cone crusher
flow model (Evertsson, 2000)

3.3.2 DEl\1 models of granular material flow

A review of the literature has concluded that to date DEM models have not been

employed to study the flow of rock within cone crusher chambers ... However, DEM

models have been used extensively to study a range of similar materials processing

and handling applications, including granular flow in hoppers (Langston et al, 2009;

Mack et al, 2011; Li et al, 2009; and Cleary and Sawley, 2002) and soybeans flows

down inclined chutes (Zhang and Vu-Quoc, 2000; Vu-Quoc et al, 1999 and Zhang et

al,2004).

Zhang and Vu-Quoc (2000) constructed and solved a series of DEM models to

simulate the flow of soybean down an inclined chute and over a rough discharge sheet.

They conducted both laboratory experiments and DEM model simulation studies.

Figure 3.11 shows a schematic representation of the experimental apparatus used. The

total length of the chute is 3.42m and the width is of 0.152m. Glass beads of 3.0mm in
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diameter were attached to the bottom di charge surface to make it bumpy. The angle

of inclination of the discharge chute could be adju ted to apply different forces with

which to drive the material flow. A high-speed video camera wa set up to give a

perpendicular view through a plexi-glass window which formed one side of the

di charge chute surface. The video wa able to record the flow of the particles down

the chute.

-----~
Camera at

ection 6

Figure 3.11 The experimental apparatus: overall et up(top), chute and camera po ition

(bottom) (Zhang and Vu-Quoc, 2000).

Ellipsoid shapes were u ed to represent the soybean within the DEM imulation

model. They u ed agglomerate formed from four phere of the arne diameter to

replicate the eUip aid particulate. The centres of the four ball were po itioned on the

arne horizontal plane (figure 3.12). The radiu of the sphere and the di tanc
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between the centres of the phere wa adju ted to replicate the different geometrie

of individual oybean. The chute simulation model wa initially charged with 1200

randomly distributed ellip oidal particle . On the opening of the di charge gate at the

ba e of the inclined chute, the ob erved average velocity of the particle flow were

computed u ing the ucce ive po ition of individual particle determined from an

analy i of succe ive photographic til] obtained from the fa t video recording ..

Figure 3.12 Geometric modelling of an ellip oidal particle for contact detection: A

clump of four phere (Zhang and u-Quo 2000)

The author ub equently compared a erie of teady tate model animation till

obtained from the 3D un teady- tate flow DEM model imulation with experimental

steady state till. They concluded that the computed average veloci tie of the

simulated granular flow were in good agreement with the ob erved experimental

velocities. Moreover, there was good quantitative and qualitative agreement of the

velocity profile ob erved and predicted adjacent to the plexi-gla wall. It is noted that

the re titution coefficient wa calibrated by a drop te t and the tiffne wa mea ured

from a erie of ingle oybean compre ion te t .

Mack et al (2009) ub equently conducted experimental and DEM model tudie

u ing pherical particle to inve tigate the flow of granular material in a hopp r.
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Figure 3.13 illu trate photographs of the experimental rigs and a chematic

repre entation of the corre ponding DEM models employed in their re earch.

a

7

b

c
Kt ~, t,

'r' ....~ :..-!..:.:Jh~")o~m~ ~-
. ~

Figure 3.13 Hopper filled with lightly polydi per e ph ere , on the left DEM imulation
and on the right experiment, for hopper half angle a) 30°, b) 60°, and c) 90° (Mack et ai,

2009).

A graphical cornpari on of the particle di charge rate mea ured during the

experimental tudie and predicted by the DEM imulation hown in figure 3.14.

The di charge rate ob erved in experiment how quite good agreement with tho e

got from the DEM imulation for all three type of hopper.

There are al 0 quite a few ucce ful example of u ing DEM to model granular

material flow in mill (Herb t and Potapov, 2004), hopper (Cleary and Swaley, 2002)

and chute (Zhang et al 2004). All of the e re earch tudie provide evidence that

DEM model can replicate granular material flow quite ucce fully.
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Figure 3.14 Compari on of the predicted DEM imulation and the average
experimentally determined time taken for a charge of loaded spheres to discharge an

inclined chute (Mack et ai, 2009).

3.4 Literature review on rock breakage

3.4.1 Mineral comminution theory

Type of comminution

The mineral rock extracted from mine and quarrie often require to be reduced in

ize to either liberate a valuable ore or to be haped and ized to meet a de ired

pecification. Comminution i the proce of progre ively reducing a mineral until it

reache the ize propertie required. Once the ource ore are removed from their

natural bed by mechanical or explo ive mean, there are two way to accompli h thi

ize reduction. One i through the compre ion of the mineral again t rigid urface

while the other i by impacting the mineral at high peed again t a olid urface

(Will and Napier-Munn, 2006).
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Usually, the production of the desired output stream cannot be produced by using just

one stage of communition. Rather, minerals normally have to undergo two or more

crushing stages to achieve the desired end product. There exists a range of different

categories of crusher machines, as practical reduction size ratios that may be achieved

normally range from three to six for a single stage (Wills and Napier-Munn, 2006).

The types of crushing machine may be classified into two principal forms: primary

crushers, secondary! tertiary crushers. Primary crushers are heavy-duty machines,

mainly used to reduce the blast (run of mine) ore down to a size suitable for transport

and to feed secondary crushers. Secondary and tertiary crushers are much lighter than

the heavy duty and rugged primary crushers. They are used principally to process the

products of primary crushers. The different types of crusher machine described in this

chapter are listed in table 3. I

Table 3.1 Types of crushers and their application categories (Lindqvist and Evertsson,

2004)

Crusher type Pri mary crusher Secondary/Tertiary
Crusher

Jaw v x
Gyratory ~ -"
Cone x -~

Principles of mineral comminution

Most minerals are crystalline materials in which the atoms are regularly arranged in a

three-dimensional matrix. The configuration of atoms is determined by the size and

types of physical and chemical bonds that hold them together. In the crystalline lattice

of minerals, these inter-atomic bonds are effective only over small distances and thus

may be readily broken if extended by a tensile stress. Such stresses may be generated

by tensile or compressive loading (Figure 3.15).
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Figure 3.15 Strain of a crystal lattice resulting from the application of tensile or
compressive stres es (Wills and Napier-Munn, 2006)

A the rock consi t of a variety of minerals di per ed a grai n of various sizes, the

internal stres e are not evenly di tributed even when rock are uniformly loaded. The

distribution of stre depend upon both the mechanical propertie of the individual

minerals and the pre ence of crack or flaws in the matrix (Figure 3.16) (Will and

Napier-Munn, 2006).

Figure 3.16 Stre concentration at a crack tip (Wills and Napier-Munn, 2006)
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Inglis (1913) proposed that the increase in stress at such a site is proportional to the

square root of the crack length perpendicular to the stress direction. Therefore, there is

a critical value for the crack length at any particular level of stress at which the

increased stress level at the crack tip is sufficient to break the atomic bond at that

point. The rupture of the bond will increase the crack length, and thus increase the

stress concentration, causing a rapid propagation of the crack through the matrix,

resulting in brittle fracture.

Comminution Energy

The coalition for Eco-Efficient Comminution (CEEC) (1996) report that the world

consumes approximately 4% of the electricity produced to promote comminution,

which means intensive energy application, is required for crushing mined material.

Therefore, any improvement in improvement in the efficiency in comminution may

produce significant cost savings.

The quantity of energy consumed in rock comminution process is related to the feed

and product particle sizes. There are a number of theories that have been proposed to

evaluate combination energy:

Von Rittinger, (1867):

Constant energy per unit of surface area generated:

Equation 3-1

x, = Feed Size x2=Product Size K=Constant

Kick, (1885):
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Con tant energy per unit rna for similar relative reduction:

Xl
E = Kln(X

2
) Equation 3-2

X I = Feed Mass X2=Product Mass K=Con tant

Bond, (1952):

1 1
E=K(---)

fXzFt Equation 3-3

X, = Feed Size X2=Product Size K=Con tant

Hukki (1961) concluded that the application of no ingle relationship was adequate to

de cribe the whole comminution process. Figure 3.17 relates energy input expended

and particle size achieved in comminution and illu trates over which parameter range

that the theoretical models de cribed above are relevant.

106

-;- 105c:
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I 10" Conventional
C 103

Grinding Range
i
E
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(J)

c little known range0
10'o ,
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~
CD 100 (slope=-O.5)
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Figure 3.17 A plot of the energy input expended and particle size reduction achieved, as
compared against a number of proposed theoretical models.(Hukki, 1961)

It can be seen that the application of Kick' law wa more appropriate aero primary

crushing size, Bond's law produce a good fit for rod and ball mill particle treatment
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sizes and Von Vittinger's model more applicable to finer grinding processes (Napier-

Munn et all, 1996). However, this further confirms that none of the proposed models

is entirely satisfactory across the whole comminution product size range. The greatest

problem lies in the fact that most of the input energy to a crushing machine is

absorbed by the machine itself, whilst only 30-40% (CEEC,20 12) of the total energy

is available for the processed material breakage.

3.4.2 Tensile strength of rock

It is widely accepted that the failure of a spherical particle under compression is a

tensile failure (McDowell & Bolton, 1998). There is a tensile stress distribution

induced in the particle and that according to Griffith criterion (Griffith, 1920) failure

occurs when the tensile stress, er.at a critical flaw of a given size, a, when the stress

intensity factor K = YCTrarr (where Y is a dimensionless number relating to the

problem geometry) for the flaw reaches the mode I fracture toughness of the material

Ki; ,. Consequently, the 'tensile strength' of rock grains can be indirectly estimated by

measuring the diametrical compression between flat platens.

Lee (1992) diametrically compressed individual particles of Leighton Buzzard sand,

oolitic limestone and carboniferous limestone, across a range of particle sizes, as

shown in figure 3.18. The same particles were then subjected to Brazilian tensile

strength to determine the tensile strength of the particles computed from the equation

(Jaeger, 1967):

Equation 3-4
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where (Jt is the tensile stress at failure, Ft is the diametrical fracture force applied and

d is the average particle size calculated by averaging the smallest and large t

dimensions of each particle. McDowell and Bolton (1998) define a general

characteri tic stre s (J as:

Equation 3-5

Where F is the force applied and d i the particle size. Figure 3.19 illustrate a typical

result of this type of crushing te t of the nominal applied force is plotted against the

measured deformation (Lee, 1992). An examination of thi plot conclude that there

are some initial peaks, which correspond to the bearing failures at contact points,

before the maximum peak load is achieved. The bearing failures corre pond to the

fracture of particle asperities and a rounding of the particle as small surface

irregularities break off. The maximum peak load corresponds to the generation of two

or more major pieces. Thus, the tensile strength of particle is calculated from this

mea ured maximum load.

p, • fracture force

polished surfaces

Figure 3.18 Particle tensile strength measurement apparatus (Lee, 1992)
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Figure 3.19 Typical load-deflection plot for a typical particle tensile strength
test(Lee,1992)

Variability in tensile strength

Weibull (1951) tatistical di tribution theory may be used to describe the variations

measured in the trength of ceramic (Davidge, 1979). McDowell & Amon (2000)

and Nakata et al (1999) confirmed that for soil particle of a given size distribution,

the distribution of the mea ured tensile trengths followed a Wei bull distribution. Lim

et al (2004) showed that the mea ured tensile trengths of railway ballast also

followed a Weibull di tribution. The implest form of Wei bull (1951) stati tics i

based on a 'weakest link' model. This model propo es that if one element in a larger

sample of interconnected identical element fail , then the whole sample will fail. The

survival probability Ps(Vo) for an element of volume Va to survive under a ten ile

stre er is given by the following relationship:
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Equation 3-6

The stress 00 is the value of stress for specimens of volume Vo such that 37% of tested

specimens survive, and m is the Weibull modulus, which decreases with increasing

variability in strength, as shown in Figure 3.20. When a = 0, all the samples survive

and PsO~) = 1. As 0 increases, more and more samples fail and Ps(Vo) decreases. For

large stresses, 0 -+ 00, and all samples will fail as Ps(Yo) -+ O.For a larger sample of

volume V=nVo, the survival probability of that sample would be {Ps(Vo)}n. Thus the

survival probability of a volume Vis given by the expression:

v

Ps(V) = [exp[-(~r]r

= exp [- ~ (~r] Equation 3-7

= exp [~ (:vf]
where (Jov is the stress for specimens of volume V such that 37% of tested specimens

survive. It can be seen that (Jov is a strong function of volume V, and is given by the

equation:

(JOY ex: V-11m Equation 3-8
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Figure 3.20 A plot of a \Veibull distribution of strengths (l\lcDowell, 2002)

Size effect on rock strength

Lee (1992) found that the average tensile strength of a collection of particles to be a

function of the particle size d. Figure 3.21 shows the mean tensile strength (J'av as a

function of the average particle size d. From an analysis of this data, he concluded

that the average tensile strength to the particle size was given by the following

relationship:

Equation 3-9

where typical values for the parameter, bare -0.357, -0.343 and -0.420 for Leighton

Buzzard sand, oolitic limestone and carboniferous limestone, respectively. The size

effect on particle strength was also evident in an analysis of the results of the particle

crushing tests performed by Billam (1972).
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Figure 3.21 Mean tensile strength as a function of particle size (Lee, 1992)

McDowell and Bolton (1998) were able to de cribe the experimental results obtained

by Lee (1992) and Billam (1972) using Weibull stati tics. They assumed that the

loading geometries of the particle are imilar and the distribution of strengths of each

of the grain size te ted followed a Weibull di tribution. Thu Equation 3-9 can be

recast in the form:

quation 3-10

where 0"0 i the value of tre for pecimen of volume Vo uch that 37% of te ted

specimens survive, and m is the Weibull modulus. It was further confirmed that hi

equation represents Lee's data for rock grains shown in figure 3.21 when the

parameter m take a value in the range from 5-10.

Following McDowell and Bolton (1998)'s proposition, McDowell and Amon (2000)

compres ed a wide range of particle ize of Quiou sand following the experimental

method of Lee (1992) (Figure 3.16). A ummary of their re ults are shown in Table

3.2. Although the observed variation in the Wei bull modulu aero s the range of

particle ize is large, the average Weibull modulus determined i approximately
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equal to 1.5. They deduced that for a Weibull distribution of strengths, the 37%

tensile strength is proportional to the mean tensile strength. They finally describe the

relationship between particle strengths and particles sizes as:

d-3/m(fo,d OC (fav OC Equation 3-11

where (fo,d is the stress for particles of size d such that 37% of tested particles

survive, (fav is the average stress at failure, d is the particle size at failure and m is the

Weibull modulus. It is noted that b in equation 3-9 is equivalent to -31m here.

Table 3.2 \Veilbull modulus and 37% strength for a wide range of particle sizes of
Calcareous Quiou sand (l\lcDowell & Amon, 2000))

Nominal size /mm Average size at failure/mm Weibull modulus m 37% tensile strength IMpa

1 0.83 1.32 109.3

2 1.72 1.51 41.4

4 3.87 1.16 4.2

8 7.86 1.65 0.73

16 15.51 1.93 0.61

In Figure 3.22 the 37% tensile strength is plotted as a function of average particle size

at failure (McDowell, and Amon, 2000). The data may be described by the following

expression:

(J OC d-1.96o,d Equation 3-12

This equation corresponds to a parameter value m=l.S. Therefore, McDowell &

Amon (2000) concluded that the Weibull modulus could be applied to describe the

size effect on particle strengths of Quiou sand, gravel and cobble-sized particles if the

loading geometries of all the particles are similar.
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Figure 3.22 37% strength as a function of average particle size at failure (l\lcDowell
&Amon, 2000)

3.4.3 Rock breakage modes

There are two commonly used approaches to simulate the size reduction of rock

during breakage using OEM:

• Replacing the resultant 'breakage' particles with a number of new and smaller

fragments. This is called as population balance model (PBM) proposed by

Herbst et al (2003).

• The particle is modelled by an assembly of bonded micro-spheres and the

breakage is modelled by the breakage of some of these bonds. This model is

often called the bonded particle model (BPM) proposed by Potyondy &

Cundall (2004).

PBl\1

This approach initially invokes a probability of breakage for each size i (or size class i)

in the population, Pi, and a distribution of progeny fragments, bib from the breakage of

size j particles into size i. This process of breakage and redistribution is shown

conceptually in figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23 Conceptual view of population balance accounting method (Herbst et al,
2003))

This conceptual proce may be mathematically written for each ize fraction i (d, to

di+J for i=l to n) as:

i

mp . =mF . - p.mL· . +" b ..p .mF .
,I ,I 1 r ,I L..J I) J ,J

j=l Equation 3-13 (Herbst, 2003)

In compact matrix notation form, as the product size distribution vector (a column

vector of length n), mp may be computed from the feed size vector by a linear

transformation involving the set of breakage probabilities and distribution of

fragment as following expre ion:

m ; = [I - (/ - B)P]mF
Equation 3-14 (Herbst, 2003)

where I i the unitary matrix, P is the selection function (diagonal consisting of

element Pi to Pn) u ed and B i the breakage function (a lower triangular matrix

consisting of a column bij U=j to n) for each parent ize j).

The most important i ue in the application of the PBM to replicate rock breakage i

the choice of the selection and breakage mode . The selection function determine
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which particles should be broken and the breakage function determines the size

distribution and positions of the broken. Various selection functions and breakage

modes have been employed by previous researchers.

Astrom & Herrmann (1998) used this approach and showed that it was possible to use

DEM to model the fragmentation of grains in two dimensions. They provided two

types of breakage criteria:

(1) A threshold value for the pressure on a grain

(2) A threshold value for the largest compressive force at the contacts of a grain.

For the size distribution of fragments, they also investigated two different criteria,

and found that the two mechanisms produced essentially the same final particle size

distributions.

(1) Simply split in two equal-size fragments. The use of this fragment distribution

function can avoid the appearance of huge number of particles in DEM

simulation. However, it can induce large and unrealisable local pressures.

(2) Twelve fragments of three different sizes are placed into the area of the broken

grain and the rest of the mass is placed just outside in the 'pockets' between the

surrounding grains. This criterion decreased the predicted local pressure of new

fragments but increased the number of particles.

Lobo-Guerrero & Vallejo (2005) developed a similar two-dimensional model to

represent granular crushing. Their breakage probability and redistribution criteria are

shown on figure 3.24. A particle under multiple contacts WAS assumed to be

equivalent to that obtained under a diametrical compression test and to act in the

direction of largest contact force acting on the particle. They used the induced tensile
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stress as the governing breakage criterion. In their model, the tensile tres wa

approximated by the expre sion pre ented in Figure 3.24(b), where P, is the value of

the highest contact force acting on particle, L is the thickness of the particle, and D i

the diameter of the particle. In term of the particle redi tribution matrix, the particle

was split into a group of eight particle of three different ize ba ed on their phy ical

experiment as figure 3.24(c) shows. However, this method cannot conserve the mass.

(b) (C)

Figure 3.24 Idealisation of the induced tensile stress, and arrangement of the produced
fragments (Lobo-Guerrero & Vallejo,2005)

McDowell and De Bono (2013) u ed a PBM method in their one dimensional normal

compression simulation in three dimensions. The Octahedral shear tre s induced

within each sphere wa for the first time u ed to determine whether fracture hould

occur. The criterion set wa if a particle i ubjected to diametrical point loads, equal

in three mutually orthogonal direction, then it would not break under thi hydrostatic

stre (q=O). The octahedral stress in a particle i derived from principal tre ,and is

given by:

Equation 3-15

Figure 3.25 shows three different particle size redi tribution mechani m u ed in their

research. This mechani m not only conserves rna s but also en ures that the progeny
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fragments locate inside the boundary of the original particle, The drawback is that the

generation of a large undesirable local pressure caused by the overlap of the

fragments, In order to dissipate thi artificially induced energy, particle breakage are

updated (for the whole ample) after a number of computational cycle equivalent to

O,003s (the actual number of cycles during this time interval is inversely proportional

to the time step),

..... ",

.
,

-, ,1' ~~,.

"

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.25: Various splitting mechanisms: (a) Equal diametrical splitting; (b) Splitting
into three particles; (c) Splitting into four particles.

BPM

Another approach to model rock breakage using DEM is the application of the bonded

particle model (BPM). In thi model, the rock is represented by an agglomerate which

is a dense packing of micro-spherical particles bonded at their contact point. Rock

damage is represented as bonds breakage which form and coalesce into macro copic

fractures when a load is applied, In this approach, the packing method of the micro-

spheres of the agglomerate is important becau e it directly determines the fabric

structure of the agglomerate.

Agglomerate were intended to represent soil grain initially. Robert on (2000) u ed

contact bonds to bond regularly packed balls of identical ize in order to form
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approximately spherical agglomerates. Robertson (2000) initially examined three

types of regular packing: face centred cubic (FCC), body centred cubic (BCC) and

hexagonal close packed (HCP). It was found that the results for HCP were the most

consistent and adopted this packing for his simulations. Figure 3.26 shows an

individual HCP agglomerate of 527 balls compressed diametrically between two

platens (Robertson, 2000). The agglomerate was randomly rotated before the load was

applied. A typical result for this test is presented in Figure 3.27, which shows a force-

strain curve, and the fractured agglomerate. The agglomerate appears to have a well-

defined peak strength due to the sudden failure of the agglomerate However, it is

observed that there is an initial gap before the force begins to rise steadily. Robertson

(2000) explained this delay as due to an unstable rotation of the particle. McDowell &

Harireche (2002a) showed that by allowing the agglomerate to stabilize under the

application of gravity, the force will increase from the beginning of the test because

the agglomerate is in a stable position when load is applied. The use of frictionless

walls in the tests by Robertson (2000) means that slip was allowed to occur at the ball

to wall contact at all times. If the walls had been assigned a coefficient of friction, the

force should increase slowly or erratically at the early stage of the test and rise rapidly

prior to failure. Of course, in this case the failure mechanism and the peak strength

obtained would both be different. Nevertheless, stabilizing the agglomerate under

gravity is considered to be a more realistic approach. Hep agglomerates have already

successfully been used to model the Weibull (1951) distribution of particle strengths.
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Figure 3.26: Crushing test on agglomerate (Robertson, 2000).
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Figure 3.27 Typical result of a cru hing test on an agglomerate (Robertson, 2000).

Robertson (2000) showed that it i possible to produce a Weibull (1951) distribution

of soil particle strength by randomly removing orne of regularity in the HCP

agglomerate. Three type of flaw were introduced by Robert on (2000): removing

bond ,reducing orne bond trengths and removing ball . He found the Weibull

distribution of strengths wa best reproduced by randomly removing ball in the

agglomerate and the Weibull modulu depended on the range of the number of ball

removed. McDowell & Harireche (2002a) also got a Weibull modulus of m ~ 3 a

the result of the execution of more than 30 te ts by randomly removing 0-25% of the
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balls in the agglomerates. It was also found that increasing the range of the balls

removed increases the variability and reduces the value of the parameter 111

(McDowell & Harireche, 2002a). They also examined the influence of the size effect

on the predicted strength of agglomerates with randomly removed balls. A

comparison was made of the stress at failure of a 0.5mm diameter agglomerate

comprising initially 135 balls with removing 0-25% and a Imm diameter agglomerate

comprising initially 1477 balls with removing 0-25% balls. It was concluded that the

stress at failure of the 1mm diameter agglomerate was higher than that of the 0.5

diameter agglomerate, which conflicts with the actual observed size effect on soil

particle strength discussed in section 3.4.2. This discrepancy was explained by

McDowell & Harireche (2002a) as due to differences in geometry between

agglomerate sizes caused by HCP and random rotation. McDowell & Harireche

(2002a) introduced further randomness, achieved by initially removing a certain

percentage of balls in the agglomerate. to attempt to produce the correct size effect on

average strength. Figure 3.28 shows the Weibull distribution of strength tests for a

crushing of the 0.5mm and 1mm diameter agglomerates which gives a correct size

effect. In these tests. 30% of the balls were initially removed at random before a

further random 0-25%.
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Figure 3.28. Weibull probability plot for (a) 0.5mm (b)lmm agglomerates (McDowell &
Harireche,2002a)

Another popular method i the radius expansion method which was introduced by

Lubachevsky & Stillinger (1999) and later modified by Potyondy & Cundall (2004).

Thi type of agglomerate i generated by a four tep process. Figure 3.29 shows the

procedure for a two dimensional mode].

• Particles with radii cho en randomly from a uniform size di tribution are

randomly generated within a volume bound by planar, frictionless walls.

• The sy tern is allowed to adjust by particle movement under zero friction.

• The radii of all spheres are then increased simultaneou ly until the system

reaches a prescribed confining pre sure.

• The radii of 'floating' spheres that have Ie than three contact, are iteratively

increa ed to achieve at least four contacts.

This method has also recently been used by Potyondy (2007), Tavarez & Plesha (2007)

and Cil & Alshibli (2012).
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Figure 3.29 (a) particle as embly after initial generation but before rearrangement; (b)
contact-force distribution (All force are compressive, thickness proportional to force

magnitude.) after step 2; (c) floating particles (with less than three contacts) and
contacts after step 4; (d) Bonds added after step 4. (Potyondy & Cundall, 2004)

The advantage of HCP packing is that it can theoretical1y provide the dense t packing

(a poro ity of 0.26) of uniformly- ized bonded pheres to imulate a olid particle.

Thi den ity i achieved without requiring any particle overlap, which would re ult in

locked-in forces. However, the u e of HCP provide a regular and anisotropic packing.

In contra t, the radiu expansion method provides a random packing agglomerate, but

one which i not as den e as an HCP agglomerate

3.4.4 Modelling Complex Particle Shape

The basic modelling entity used within the PFC3D code is a phere, whilst most

naturally occurring granular materials including rock can exhibit an irregular hape.

Therefore it i nece ary to produce improved model to more accurately replicate the

shape of complex particles to obtain quantitatively reliable irnulation re ult using

the BPM approach to model particles.
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Clustering method was used by Wang et al. (2007) to model pavement materials, This

method firstly fills the irregular volume of a real particle with a regular arrangement

of small spheres. Then a bigger sphere is selected to replace a group of adjacent

spheres. The process is illustrated by figure 3.30(a). The main drawback of this

method is the 'bumpy' surface The major drawback of this model is that it can create

rough or bumpy surfaces that are not repre entative of the real surface as shown in

figure 3.30b. This rough surface may greatly affect the resistance of the particle

within a flow model.

.
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Figure 3.30 Clustering method: (a) method on a two-dimensional irregular shape (b)
rough surface on the cluster (Wang, et al. 2007)

Price et al. (2007) propose an sphere fitting method to create the complex particle

hape. The method is based upon the principle that one unique phere can fit four

points in space. Fir tly, they repeatedly create spheres by choosing four random point

on the boundary of the particle until they approximately fill the volume occupied by

the real particle, as shown in figure 3.31 (a). This initial e timate is sub equently
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refined by locally optimising the po ition of the pheres in relation to the real particle

surface. To achieve this, it is nece sary to associate all the points on the surface with

the do e t sphere (Figure 3.3lb). The la t tep is to minimise the di tance between

each sphere and its group of a ociated point. It is achieved by lightly moving

and/or expanding the sphere (figure 3.31c). Thi restriction and the optimisation

method make the whole proce veryexpen ive in term of calculation time.

_-.

(bl

Figure 3.31 Sphere fit method. (a) itting of a sphere through four random points on the
real particle surface. (b) Sphere and as ociated points. (c) Final optimi d spheres.

(Price et ai, 2007)

Ferellec and McDowell (2008) propo e another novel, impler and computationally

fa ter method to create complex shape by assembling phere together. Thi method

al 0 fills the volume occupied by the real particle with multiply ized sphere. Fir tly,

the method elects random a point on the surface of the real particle (a 'node'),

growing internally a tangent phere along it normal direction until any point of the

sphere contact another node on the boundary of real particle (Figure 3.32a). Thi

proce then repeated for all the nodes on the boundary. The nodes which are quite
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close to a created sphere (black circles on figure 3.32a) can be ignored at thi tep.

Indeed, the contribution of a new sphere at a point very clo e to an existing one would

be negligible. Figure 3.32b i a picture of real ballast while figure 3.32c is the

simulated model particle.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.32 Expansion Method: (a) Expansion of a sphere along the normal at a urface
point inside the boundaries of the real particle. (b) Real ballast (c) Simulated ballast

(Ferellec and McDowell, 2008)

It can be seen that thi method generate a good visual replication of the irregular

shape particle. However, a ignificant disadvantage of this method is the generation of

overlapping mass which may re ult in a non-uniform density. Thi will lead to

incorrect moment of inertia and therefore to rotational resi tance. To overcome this

problem, Ferellec and McDowell (2010) proposed that the mass of every ball to be the

same, thus that the density of each ball is inver ely proportional to volume. Thi

improved method seem to work well. Figure 3.33 shows a visual comparison of the

modelled den ity distributions with and without the inclusion of the mas correction.
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Figure 3.33 Density in ide a modelled particle: (a) without mass correction (b) with
mass correction (Ferellec and McDowell,2010)

3.5 Modelling of the performance of cone crushers

Since people realized the po ibility to simulate and predict cone crusher performance

i of great intere t for the development of cru hers as well a for the design and

optimization of crushing plants, they began to research the modelling of rock flow and

breakage in a cone cru her. However, most of the previou re earch studies on cone

cru her performance reported in the literature have focu ed on the development of

mathematical and experimental inver e solution models. Few tudie have been

publi hed that have employed DEM to inve tigate cru her performance.

3.5.1 Gauldie's Model

Some of the earlie t publi hed re earch tudie to model the performance of cone

crusher were conducted by Gauldie (1953, 1954). He published two papers in which

he presented a mathematical method to predict the flow of rock material through jaw

and cone crushers. In his model, the crusher chamber i divided into several cru her

chamber flow zone , each of which corre pond to how a volume of material move
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through the crusher when subjected to a series of compression strokes. Mass flow

continuity is considered by the following expression:

m, = 2rrTiAiPi = constant (i = 1,2,3 .... n) Equation 3-16

In expression (2.1), i denotes the number of the zones, r stands for the radius of the

zones [m], p stands for the density of rock material [kg/rrr",

The total throughput is achieved as the product of the mass of the material in an

arbitrary zone multiplied by the eccentric speed of the main shaft.

Equation 3-17

Crusher manufacturers use the Gauldie model either in its original or a modified form.

However, there can be severe restrictions on the applicability of the Gauldie model

imposed by the assumptions behind the construction of the model. These assumptions

are:

1. A material volume slides down the mantle until it is nipped between the

mantle and concave.

2. The material is assumed to be porous and behave plastically.

3. The material is assumed to be non-sticky with a coefficient of friction

describing the interaction between machine parts and rock.

It is widely accepted that Gauldie's model can only provide a very rough first estimate

to the total throughput. It cannot tell either what happened in the chamber such as

whether or not the crusher is choke-fed. The principal contribution of the Gauldie

model is its definition of the division of the crusher chamber into a number of zones.
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This provided a useful model construction which was adopted and developed by

future researchers.

3.5.2 \Vhiten's l\lodel

Whiten (1972) proposed a simple model for the operation of a cone crusher which

assumes that particles can either be broken or dropped through the crusher unbroken

as the part~cle feed flows through the crusher chamber. The broken particles then have

the same chance of dropping through the crusher or of being broken further. Thus, the

cone crusher is simplified into a single breakage zone and a probability of entering or

re-entering this breakage zone. Figure 3.34 shows symbolically the parts of this cone

crusher model and the internal flows between them.

Breakage
Function

B

Classification
Function

C

x

Figure 3.34 Symbolic representation of crusher model (\Vhiten, 1972)

Whiten (1972) also derived the following two expressions based on the mass balance

at the nodes in Figure 3.34:

!+BCX =X Equation 3-18

And
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x = CX+P
Equation 3-19

Where x is the vector representing the amount in each size fraction entering the

crusher, f means the feed size distribution vector, P stands for the product size

distribution vector. C is the classification function, a diagonal matrix describing the

proportion of particles in each size interval selected to enter the crushing zone. B

stands for the breakage distribution function, a lower triangular matrix giving the

relative distribution of each size fraction after breakage.

Combining the above equations:

P = (I - C) * (I - BC)-l * f (i=Unit matrix)
Equation 3-20

In this model, the selection of particles for breakage in the crusher chamber is

dependent on particle size, with the chance of selection for breakage increasing to one

for all particles greater than the open size setting (aSS) of the crusher. The

classification function C is expressed as:

C(s) = 0 s < kl Equation 3-21

. S-k2
C(s) = 1 - ( )2 kl < s < k2

kl - k2 Equation 3-22

(s) = 1 s > k2 Equation 3-23

KJ stands for CSS, K2 stands for ass.

Using Whiten's model, the throughput and the size of product may be determined.

However, a mean error of 0.5 and a standard deviation of about 3.0 are the typical

differences obtained between the predicted model and the observed percentage sizings.
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Based on the Whiten model, Napier-Munn et al (1996) proposed a modified cone

crusher model which considers the crushing process of cone crusher as a flow sheet

that describes a simple repetitive cycle of events. As illustrated in Figure 3.35, new

feed material entering the crusher is first 'classified'. Very fine material by-passes

breakage and reports directly to product whilst the coarse material reports directly to

breakage. Intermediate-sized material reports to breakage with a probability which

increases with size. After breakage the classification process is repeated, fines

reporting to product and material which is still too coarse reporting to breakage, and

so on.

Product

( 8~rg·)
and 10 on

Figure 3.35 Concept of classification and breakage (Napier-Munn et all, 1996)

3.5.3 Evertsson's l\fodel

Based upon the models and results reported in previous research studies Evertsson

published three papers (1997, 1998, 1999) in which he presented the staged

development of a more comprehensive and accurate mathematical cone crusher model.
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In the first paper of the series, Evertsson and Bearman (1997) proposed a rock size

reduction theory which is an extension to the Whiten model. The modified Evertsson

model defines the crushing process as characterized by three process elements:

• Selection S: the probability of a particle being broken

• Breakage B: the actual size reduction resulting in smaller particles

• Classification C: size separation process occurring between subsequent

reduction cycles.

Figure 3.36 shows a flow sheet diagram of the three stages of a single reduction cycle

stages.
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Figure 3.36 Flow sheet model of a single reduction cycle (Evertsson and Bearman, 1997)

This model implicitly assumes that no internal particle size classification occurs

within a crusher chamber which is a reasonable assumption for a choke-fed crusher.

During a compression stroke of the cone some particles are selected for breakage

depending on how and to what level they are stressed. When a particle breaks the

sizes of the daughter fragments are controlled by the specific breakage appearance of

the material. The particles that have not reached a critical stress level will be left

unbroken. However, these particles can also contribute to the generation of fines due

to attrition at the contact points.
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It can also be clearly seen that the model processes defined by figures 3.36 and 3.34

are almost identical. However, the Whitten model simplifies the operation of the

crusher to a single crushing zone and the model parameters fitted to full-scale

experimental data. Evertsson adapted the work of Gauldie (1953) to propose a

sequential application of the single reduction cycle model to the crushed material as it

gradually descends through a series of flow zones defined within the crusher chamber.

Figure 3.37 shows a schematic representation of this integrated model.
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Figure 3.37 Schematic representation of an integrated model of a cone crusher

comprising of N sequential crushing events (Evertsson and Bearman, 1997)

The size reduction process in Figure 3.37 can be mathematically described by the

following equation:

Equation 3·24

Where P and f represent the product and feed mass flow rates. Bi and Si are operators

corresponding to the breakage and selection events, respectively. N is the total number

of crushing events that occur within the modelled crusher.

As the chamber is divided into several zones, there should be different classification

functions and breakage functions in terms of different zones. To include the selection

and breakage modes, Evertsson (1997) proposed the specification of two new
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parameter: the effective bed height, be!/. and the effective troke, seff. The ejection

and breakage function were determined from the execution of experiments

performed u ing the te t cell shown on figure 3.38.

p

p

igure 3.38 The principle of the te t equipment with characteri tic parameters.

(Evertsson and Bearman, 1997)

The te t cell wa designed to imulate the condition experienced by a volume of

material within a real cru hing chamber. The laboratory te t correspond to the part of

the machine cycle proce s, where the cone and mantle liner move toward each other.

The material i then locked between the chamber walls where it may only deform

ela tical1y and/or break into mailer particle .

hrough the re ulr of hi te t, the cla ification and breakage function i found to be

related to effective compre ion ratio ( /b )eff. Figure 3.39 and illustrate typical plot of

the experimental data and the determined functional relationship .
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igure 3.39 Determination of the selection function in terms of the (s/b)eff ratio parameter

(Evertsson and Bearman, 1997)
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Here X, is a particle ize relative to the initial particle ize Xo. Xs i defined as the

following expre ion:

r;- 0.008]Xs = [092
0-0.008 Equation 3-25

The parameter ratio, ( /b Jeff, i defined as the effective compre ion ratio, and i u ed

to compute the pre ure and re ultant forces. The application of this method can

ignificantly over e timate the material compre ion and confinement pres ure

produced within the cru her. It can be illu trated by Figure 3.41

h

~

1<
.\
II I J

>f

I
Figure 3.41 Bed of initial thickne s berr with a stroke of Serr (Evertsson, 2003)

A ub titution of the e c1assification and breakage function in the size reduction

model generate in each cru hing zone the product ize di tributions hown in Figure

3.42.
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Figure 3.42 The predicted product size distributions within each crushing zone (n=S)

(Evertsson and Bearman, 1997)

Evertsson (1997) found that most of the total size reduction takes place during the

third, fourth and fifth stroke . However, these predicted models results were not

validated again t an actual cone cru her performance. The construction of this model

al 0 implicitly a sume the material flow through the crusher chamber move at a

con tant velocity. However, in reality the velocity of the material flow is variable and

will thus make an important contribution to the understanding of how a cone cru her

operate.

To addre thi problem, Evert son (1998) combined hi flow model with a ize

reduction model. The flow model used is an extension of the Gauldie (1953) model.

Since the cru hing proce is modelled a a series of sequential cru hing stages, the

flow model mu t predict where and how the material is compre ed during each ize

reduction cycle. For a given type of rock material the operator Bi and Si will depend
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on the dimensionless machine parameter (Slb)eff. The flow model should therefore

predict the (Slb)eff ratio at the points where a material volume is subjected to size-

reduction.

Evertsson (1998) proposed and extension to the Gauldie model that includes the

determination of the (Slb)eff parameter within each of the flow zones in the crusher

chamber. This requires the delineation of the boundaries for each zone. The (sib )eff

ratios are then calculated for the geometric centre of gravity of each of the zonal

cross-sections. The flow model is thus able to accommodate variations to the

eccentric speed n and to the nominal stroke rate Snom· In addition, the model is able to

compute the effects produced by the specification of different chamber profile

geometries.

In conclusion, the development and application of the Evertsson model provides an

improved insight into the flow and crushing processes which take place within a cone

crusher chamber. However, these models still rely upon limiting number of limiting

assumptions that constrain their application. The assumption that the feed material has

bulk properties as porous plastic clay may produce erroneous results. The use of an

empirically derived rock breakage equation can produce the same breakage results

even if the shapes of the initial feed rock stream are divergent. The most important

limitation is that the actual behaviour of the rock flow and breakage within the crusher

chamber is not explicitly mapped.

3.5.4 DEl\f modelling of single particle breakage in a jaw crusher

Recently Refahi et al. (2010) proposed a DEM model to represent the breakage

behaviour of a single rock particle in a jaw crusher. They used a spherical Limestone
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rock particle of a 6cm teve me h diameter. The spherical rock pecimen was

modelled u ing 30,000 randomly arranged micro- pherical balls with a ize

di tribution acros the range of 0.5mm to lrnm. Refahi et al (2010) used both contact

and parallel bond to bind the micro- pheres together. The modelled rock ample i

hown on figure 3.43a.

r.9I~~~
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.l'! j,. ~ . ~\~

"l .
II! • ,.
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f~ :.:J "~I;
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~rtJ ~ _'"

6cm
38000 b II

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.43 a) Spherical Lime tone ample; PFC3D model of a laboratory jaw eru her

in (b) open and (c) clo ed status

The geometry of the modelled laboratory jaw cru her i hown on figure 3.43(b) and

3.43(c). The po ition of one of the wall of the jaw cru her i fixed, and the other wall

i hinged to the other, leaving an exit porta] at the base of the cru her chamber. The

hinged wall may open and clo e between two fixed position , which define the

maximum and minimum volume of the cru hing chamber. A thi wall opens and

cIo e ,it equentially confine , traps and cru he the falling material between the two

urface . The feed entry portal at the top of the cru her chamber i 10cm wide and it

maximum and minimum di charge apertures are 250 mm and 17rnm, respectively.

he rotational peed of the moving jaw i almo t 300 rpm.
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Figure 3.44 how the particle breakage proce predicted by the DEM model and

obtained from the experimental test. An examination of the e figures confirms that

the breakage patterns predicted by the numerical models qualitatively replicate those

ob erved in the experiment.. They also found the tensile fracture mechanism will

become more dominant than the hear fracture mechani m and the fracture mode of

the ingle pherical rock i ten ile in the jaw cru her.

Figure 3.44 A compari on of the breakage patterns predicted by the DEM models and mea ured

by experiment for the spherical limestone particles (Refahi et al. 2010)

Lichter et al (2009) pubIi hed a paper in which he illustrated hi Fast Breakage Model

( BM) modelling cone cru her performance. FBM i combination of DEM and PBM

(Population Balance Model). In hi model, DEM i only used to model particle flow.
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For the rock breakage, he used PBM which can de cribe rock breakage as a function

of the load on individual rock.

They modelled two kind of cone cru her the B90 and HPIOO. The breakage

parameter u ed are determined from 50mm rock and 25mm sized rock respectively.

Figure 3.15 how the model simulation view and a graphical representation of the

actual and the predicted product ize di tribution . The experimental data wa

obtained from a erie of continuou pilot scale cru hing te t conducted at Met 0

Minerals crushing facility in Waukesha, USA (Lichter et al, 2009). They compare the

imulation re ult and experimental re ult in term of the cumulative passing product

ize analy i which how quite good agreement.
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Figure 3.45 Sectional view of DEM simulation and comparision of product size distributions of
imulation and e perimental (a) B90 (b) HPIOO (Lichter et al, 2009)
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3.6 Summary

The types of modern crusher machines employed in the mining industry and general

working principles of cone crushers were firstly reviewed in this chapter followed by

the literature review on the historical research on the mechanical behaviour of

granular material flow. The successful applications of DEM on simulating particle

flow in a chutelhopper give confidence to model the flow behaviour in the crusher

chamber. Zhang and Vu-Quoc's (2000) experimental work on the flow of soybeans in

a chute provided some useful ideas for this research to study rock flow behaviour in a

chute such as the application of a high speed camera and the plotting velocity profiles.

Weibull (1951) statistics has been proved to be appropriate to represent the variability

of the tensile strengths in many granular materials for a given size such as ceramics

(Davidge, 1979), and soil particles (McDowell & Amon, 2000; Nakata et aI, 1999);

this finding will be utilized to calibrate the variation of the particle strengths for a

given size in the construction of a DEM cone crusher model. Research by Lee (1992),

McDowell and Bolton (1998) and McDowell and Amon (2000) on the size effect on

the particle strength provide an approach to calibrate the particle strengths of different

sizes. The historical research on DEM modelling of particle breakage provides two

approaches: PBM and BPM which can be used to construct the cone crusher model

using DEM.

The historical mathematical inverse solution cone crusher models, are able to

satisfactorily predict product size distributions for a given rock type and feed rock

size distribution. These algorithms, validated against experimental data are able to

represent the size reduction and flow behaviour produced within a crusher chamber.

However, these methods are unable to differentiate the actual staged flow or breakage

behaviour as the rock moves through the crusher chamber. It is proposed that the
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application of experimentally validated DEM models may be able to improve the

understanding of the contributory roles of these two mechanisms. These models may

also be used to assess the influence that crusher chamber geometry and rotational

speed may have on the performance of cone crusher.
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CHAPTER4

DISCRETE ELEMENT MODELLING OF ROCK FLO"V

INA CHUTE

4.1 Introduction

As previously outlined in the Chapter Two, DEM has in recent years been applied to

model granular material flow and rock breakage. Previous studies (Zhang & Vu-Quoc,

2000; Li et al., 2004; Li et al., 2009) have demonstrated that DEM models may be

used to satisfactorily simulate the flow of granular materials in chutes, hoppers, and

belt conveyers This Chapter briefly introduces an extension of the use of these models

to replicate the flow of a collection of rock particles observed down a model chute

during the execution of a series of experiments in the laboratory. The PFC3D

commercial OEM code was used to construct and solve a series of models to replicate

these experimental results.

The principal aim of the investigations reported in this chapter is to model the flow

behaviour of irregular material in a cone crusher chamber. However, to simplify the

model the crusher chamber geometry is idealised as an inclined chute comprising of a

fixed rigid base plate, Perspex walls and top plate. As none of the chute walls are

permitted to move, it is also assumed that no particle breakage occurs as the material

flow descends the chute. Figure 4.1 shows how this laboratory chute rig was
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con tructed to repre ent the ideali ed geometry of a crushing chamber, when the

normally eccentrically rotating cone i held in a tatic position.

Figure 4.1. The chamber of cone crusher and the chute flow rig

The influence of particle hape can be very ignificant according to the re ults of the

2D (Lang ton et al 2004)) and 3D (Cleary & Sawley, 2002). DEM modelling tudie

of granular flow in hopper confirm the ignificant influence that the particle hape

can have on the flow behaviour ob erved. Ferellec & McDowell (2010) also show

that the moment of inertia of railway ballast clumps affect the angle of repose.

Cleary (2008) demon trate that a particle become le pherical, the predicted hear

re i tance of the e particle increa e as they deform within a loaded Couettte hear

cell. To inve tigate the effect that particle hape can produce a a collection of

irregularly haped particle descend an inclined chute, a erie of DEM model were

con tructed to fir tly inve tigate of the flow of a ingle- ized collection of regularly

(Cleary & Sawley, 2002) haped particle down an inclined chute. The results of these

tudie are reported in ection 4.2. re tudy the effect that the gradual reduction in

the ize of the particle within the rock tream a it flows down the actual cru her
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chamber, the model chute was initially loaded with bands of equally sized particles.

The particles loaded into each band increased in size from the bottom (discharge

portal) to the top (rock feed portal) of the chute. Section 4.3 describes the location of

the different particle size flow zones within the DEM model of the crusher chamber.

Initially, a series of physical laboratory chute flow experiments were conducted to

confirm the practical effectiveness of the use of differently sized particle flow zones.

The results of these experiments were used to validate the DEM models. These

parameterised numerical simulation models were then used to identify the

relationships between the computed chute clearance times, and the chute closed-size

setting (CSS) and the bite angle.

4.2 Importance of particle shape in DEl\1: Ilow models

4.2.1 Experiments procedure

A series of experiments to characterise granular particle flows were conducted using

regularly shaped rounded river gravel pebbles (Figure 4.2). The sieve size of the

pebbles selected was in the range 19-22.4mm. Figure 4.3 shows a collection of

photographs that illustrate the components and construction of the experimental

apparatus. The experimental rig was designed to consist of a rectangular open top

chute, with a polished metal base and with Perspex side walls, enabling a side

elevation view of the descending particle flow stream to be observed. The chute is

mounted on a supporting metal frame, and the discharge end of the chute is attached

to this frame by a pivot hinge attached to the base of the chute. This arrangement

allows the top, feed end of the chute to be raised by a hydraulic lift arm, allowing the

chute to be inclined about its fixed pivot point. The chute may be raised from the
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horizontal to a fully vertical po ition. A metal sliding gate mounted within a frame i

attached to the di charge located at the bottom of the chute. The feed located at the

top of the chute can be sealed by the attachment of a Perspex plate. The chute was

normally loaded with river gravel pebble when it wa resting horizontal on the

upporting frame. When the chute i inclined the liding gate at the di charge end of

the chute can be opened to allow the confined material to flow out under the action of

gravity into a collection bin. A the material flow down the chute its flow behaviour

may be recorded by a fast frame video camera of 500 frame per second through the

ide elevation Per pex wall . The recorded digital still frames of the recorded video

footage may then be analyzed to track the relative motion of the rock particles.

Figure 4.2 Experimental material: river gravel pebbles

The component of the experimental rig are listed a fol1ows:

• A black tent which i used to exclude external light.

• 300mm (width) by 600mm (length) 10 mm thick teel chute base

• 300mm(width) by 200mm(height) with 10mm (depth) optical quality Per pex

ide wall X2

• 600mm(width) by 200mm(height) with 10mm (depth) optical quality Per pex

ide X2
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• A collection of 1680 rounded shaped river gravel pebbles. The sieve size of

the pebbles is ranged from 19mm to 22.4mm and dyed black or white. Twenty

pebbles were randomly selected and dyed red.

• A pivot hinge is attached to the bottom of the discharge end of the metal base

plate. The hinge is attached to the metal supporting frame.

• A solid supporting frame with adjustable height feet attached to the legs of the

frame. This allows the frame and chute to be levelled to the horizontal.

• A chain lifting cradle attached to the base of the feed end of the chute.

• A hydraulic lift arm, attached to the lifting cradle.

• A fast frame video camera

• A spirit level gauge. To ensure that the chute supporting frame is level to the

horizontal.

• A protractor gauge used to confirm the angle of inclination of the chute.
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draulic jack up unit,

Bin 0 collect mate 'al.

Solid s pporting frame .

s eel pillars

Perspex sides

/ Rig se a angle

Figure 4.3 The detail the chute rig

An initial et of experiment wa performed u ing the chute loaded with a charge of

ingle ized et pebble (Figure 4.4). The experiments were performed for chute

di charge inclination angle of 27 30 and 33 degree . At the preparation for each te t,
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total charge of 1 680 pebble were poured into the chute from the feed portal at

located at the top right hand end of the chute.This pebble load produced a depth of

approximately 80 mm, a hown in Fig. 3; 20 of the pebbles were painted red so that

their movement could be tracked from an examination of the fast video till. The

coefficient of friction of the red painted pebble was confirmed to be the same as the

undyed pebble . Four red pebble were positioned by hand in each of five columns

paced 100 mm apart next to the Per pex side wall. The po itions of the five red

marker pebble column (1-5) are illu trated in Fig. 4.5. A fa t frame video camera

recorded the di charge flow through one of the Perspex walls. Stills frame extracted

from the fa t video tape recording at regular time intervals were used to track the

pa age of the red marker pebbles and the average velocity profiles of the pebble

flow computed. The computed velocity profile determined for each te t were plotted

so that they may be compared again t the olutions to the sub equently constructed

DEM model . Figure 4.5 how an example of the velocity profile plot of determined

after each te t. The origin of each velocity profile is the initial po ition of the column

of marker pebble who e movement it track . The yellow curve is the velocity profile

for the column of red pebbles at each marker. The velocity profile curve were

computed u ing the measured average velocitie of the e marker pebble over the first

100 mm horizontal di placement.

Figure 4.4 ingle sized pebble flow of chute model
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Figure 4.5 The generation procedure of velocity profiles

The travel of the experimental material flow were only computed over the first 100

mm out of travel due to the following two reason :

• After 100mm of travel the depth of the pebble flow change such that the

path of the marker pebble deviate ignificantly from a track parallel to the

chute ba e, thu increa ing the complexity of the velocity calculation,

• Reali tically, within the cru her chamber the pebbles will have experienced an

expan ion and compression cycle, changing the flow volume available, and

hence the flow field of the marker pebbles.

4.2.2 DEM simulation procedure

The contact model u ed in thi model is the linear contact model, which is defined by

normal and shear tiffne of the two contacting entitie . The contact force i obtained

from the magnitude of the overlap at each contact via a con titutive law, and the

acceleration, velocitie and di placement of the modelled pebbles computed by an

application of Newton's second law via the u e of an explicit time- tepping scheme

(the detail of the e numerical calculation method were introduced in section 2.5.1).

A lip model (ee ection 2.6.2) i also added to the ball-ball or ball-wall contacts.

It i well known that particle rotation play a dominant role in particle flow. Rolling

re i tance will be ignificantly different for different particle hape. Some authors

have introduced artificial rolling re i tance at contact in DEM u ing spheres to try to
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account for the effect of particle shape (e.g. Iwashita & Oda (1998». However, this

method is used simply if only spheres are available and does not correctly model the

particle mechanics. In this research, particle shape is accounted for directly, so the

extra rolling resistance due to the particles being non-spherical is automatically

accounted for and is much more representative of the real granular material. The

pebbles were modelled using spheres and, alternatively, ellipsoid four-ball clumps,

shown in Fig. 4.6. The four overlapping spheres form a clump that is only deformable

at its boundary and in which internal contacts are ignored; clump logic is explained

section 2.7. The four spheres in the chosen clump have equal radii and have their

centres lying on a single plane. The simulation process followed is detailed by the

following steps :

• The volume of the empty chute was filled with the same number of particle

spheres or clumps generated inside a higher chute, but with the same length

and width with the experimental chute, allowing the particles to freely flow

and randomly distribute and to finally come to rest within the chute as shown

in Fig. 4.7a.

• When the loaded particles came to rest within the chute, the particles whose

centres lie closest to the 20 red marker pebbles in the laboratory experiments

were thus marked for the execution of the numerical simulations (FigA.7b).

• In addition to the normal vertical gravity force, an additional horizontal

gravity force was applied to the DEM models to include the effects produced

by the inclination of the chute from the horizontal in the laboratory

experiments (Fig. 4.7c). The introduction of this separate stage in the

formation of the numerical model is to decrease the computational time.
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• A in the experiment the chute is loaded in a horizontal position and then

gradually rai ed to a given angle of inclination, during thi proces the

po ition of the pebbles may lightly displace. To permit the slight

di placement of the particles experienced on the inclination of the chute, the

numerical olution i initiated to complete a total of 5,000 incremental time-

tep cycle (time-steps) prior to the application of the horizontal gravity

component.

• Remove the retaining wall at the di charge end of the inclined chute, and

compute the velocitie of the red marker pebbles and the clearance time taken

for all the pebble to clear the chute.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6 (a)The shape of ellipsoid particle (b) A view cross-sectional view of the
ellipsoid clump
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(a)

(b)

Inc ina ion note of h chu

Figure 4.7 The simulation procedure of homogenous flow

4.2.3 Particle parameter decision

Table 4.1 how the input parameter for the particle . The diameter of the phere

within the clump and the pheres were determined by equating their volume to the

volume of a typical pebble u ed in the experiment, determined by di placement of
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water. The volume of the four-ball clump was obtained by integration of the cross-

sectional area (see Figure 4.6b) multiplied by an infinitesimal thickness with depth.

The cross-sectional area (Figure 4.6b) was calculated as:

_ 5 2 3{3 2
Across - '3nrc + -2- re Equation 4-1

where re is the radius of a single sphere of the cross-sectional view.

The volume of the clump was obtained by the integration of the cross-sectional area:

12T 5 3../3 20n
Vclump = ('3lt + -2-)(r2 - x2)dx = (9+ 2V3)r3o . Equation 4-2

where r is the radius of a single sphere of the clump, x is the depth of cross-sectional

area.

Table 4.1 Input parameter of homogenous flow model

clump I sphere
Number of particles: 1680

Diameter: l4.7mm 120mm

Density: 2730kglmj

Normal/Shear stiffness: lO9N/m

Particle/particle friction coefficient 0.37

wall/particle friction coefficient 0.50

Critical damping ratio: 0.11

This clump volume was then used to determine the diameter of the spheres required to

form the clump. The application of a simple inverse solution method to solve aDEM

model to replicate the results of experimental pebble heap tests, provides estimates to
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both the static angles of repose and to the particle-to-particle friction coefficient for

irregularly shaped particles used in the DEM pebble chute flow models (Ferellec &

McDowell, 2010). The heap test is a static angle of repose test. The solution algorithm

is as follows:

• A given number of single sized river pebbles were initially poured onto a level

table, and permitted to flow until the granular material fanned into a static

heap. The experiment was repeated twenty times, to measure the angle of

repose of each static heap and to then compute the average angle of repose of

the twenty experiments (Fig. 4.8(a)

• A DEl\1 model to replicate the experimental heap tests (Fig.4.8(b)) was

constructed using a four-spherical ball clumps to represent the single sized

pebbles. The numerical models were solved by incrementally changing the

friction coefficient for the clumps numerical models until the predicted angle

of repose matched the average value determined from the experiments. The

coefficient of friction for the level table surface beneath the static heap was

determined to be 0.605 which is measured by lifting the bottom wall until a

single pebble starting to flow on it.

• A plot of the predicted heap angle against the modelled pebble friction was

produced is shown in figure 4.8(c).

• The pebble friction coefficient that produces a DEM model heap angle value

equal to the average value measured from the experiments was determined.

The average angle of repose computed from the twenty experiments executed was

26.03 degrees with a standard deviation of 0.6. Fig. 4.8(c) details the determination of

the corresponding particle-particle friction coefficient as 0.37. This value is lower
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than the coefficient of friction for the level table beneath the heap. In addition, from

an examination of the parameter value pre ented in Table 4.1, the value of the chute

wall coefficient exceed those of the particle . Since the models used by the PFC3D

code u e the lower of the coefficient of friction for two contacting entities, the ball-

to-wall coefficient of friction employed in the olution of the DEM models was 0.37.
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Figure 4.8 . (a) Exp rimental heap le t. (b) OEM irnulation of the heap te t. (c) Relationship between the angle of
repo and particle co fficient of friction in the OEM imulation
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An important factor in the modelling of dynamic flow is damping. In the chosen

program, a viscous damping system (detail introduced in section 2.5.1) is used to

model the coefficient of restitution by adding normal and shear dashpots at each

contact. The coefficient of restitution e can be measured by dropping a particle

vertically onto a horizontal wall, and is given by:

$ vaE = orE = _-_
v_b Equation 4-3

where h is the rebound height and H denotes drop height. The quantity v_a is the

speed of the particle after impact and v_b is the speed of the particle before impact.

The coefficient of restitution is related to the critical damping ratio b according to

(Schwager & Poschel, 2007):

{3rr:
E = - -;::::==::;

~1 - f32 Equation 4-4

A graphical plot of this expression is shown as dashed line in Figure 4.9. This fits the

simulation drop tests results (solid line in Figure 4.9) perfectly. The coefficient of

restitution for the pebbles was determined in the laboratory to be 0.72 as an average

value from a total of 20 consecutive drop tests. This determines the critical damping

ratio to be 0.11.
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4.2.4 Results

A eries of DEM model imulation were subsequently performed to represent chute

inclination di charge flow et at 27, 30 and 33 to the horizontal. The velocity profiles

obtained from the experiment and the DEM imulations are shown in Figure 4.1 O(a)-

(c). It i clear that the velocity profile of the clumps match tho e of the real pebble

much better than those of the phere. In general, the pheres flow faster than the

clump and pebble . For the pebble located from mark 1 to mark 4, the pheres flow

nearly twice a fa t as the clumps and real particles. The average difference between

the clump velocity profile and experimental velocity profile i only 0.03 mis, wherea

thi value i 0.1 mI for the sphere. The be t agreement seems to occur at an

inclination of around 30 degree, with the clump, in general, lightly lower at

27degree and lightly fa ter at 33degree . Figure 4.11 show the relation hip

between clearance time and the inclination angle of the chute. The clearance time i

imply the time taken for all pebble to flow out of the chute. Clearly, there is good
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agreement between the experiments and the DEM simulations using four-ball clumps.

However, the higher velocities of the tracked spheres are consistent with the much

lower clearance times.
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4.3 Zones flow model

4.3.1 Experiments procedure

The experimental rig u ed to conduct thi et of experiment i essentially the same as

that detailed in ection 4.2, and hown in Figure 4.2. However, the geometry of the

experimental chute i modified to more reali tically represent a cone crusher chamber

by adding a top plate. Figure 4.12 how the experimental apparatus. The chute,

which con i t of a tee I bottom and tran parent Per pex sides, can be raised around

pi vot located at both end of the chute. The chute may be inclined at an angle of

between 0-90° to the horizontal about either hinged pivot point. The material is

di charged from the chute by the removal of a liding gate located in a frame mounted

at the di charge end of the chute.

Figure 4.12 Experimental rig for zones flow experiments

Figure 4.13(a -(b) how the geometry of a real cone crusher chamber and the

imulated flow hute. The fixed height of the top plate above the base plate at the

di charge nd f th hute repre ent the clo e ize etting (eSS) of a real cone
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cru her- and define the malle t distance between the outer concave wall and the

mantle. The bite angle P denotes the angle made by the top plate to the ba e plate of

the chute. Thi repre ent the angle between the concave wall and the mantle in the

real cone cru her. The ba e plate of the chute was 600mm long and 300mm wide. The

depth of the CSS can be adju ted to a height of between 40 to 50mm, whil t the bite

angle p can be et at 18, 20 or 22°. For the laboratory experiments performed, the

inclination angle of the chute wa set at 45° to the horizontal, to more closely

replicate the real geometry of a typical cone crusher chamber.

,.

x

(a)

Horizontal

(b)

Figure 4.13 Real cone crusher chamber (a) and the laboratory chute (b) showing the bite
angle and closed-size setting (eSS).

Figure 4.14 how the zones of the placement of the different single ized particle

load u ed to simulate the ize reduction in the material due to crushing a it flows

down the cone cru her chamber. To repre ent thi process, the size of the material

placed into each of the zones reduces from zones numbered one to nine. To solely

characterize the flow produced by such graded particle tream, a series of

experiment were performed whereby the experimental chute was divided into three
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equidistant zones that were initially filled with pebbles in three different size classes.

The sieve sizes for the three chosen size fractions of pebbles were 19-22.4mm, 16-

19mm and 12.4-16mm. To enable visual identification of the movement of the

different pebble size fractions during chute discharge, the resultant side elevation

views of the flows were recorded through the Perspex wall using a high speed fast

frame video camera. The three size fractions in descending size order were painted

white, black and green, respectively. The pebbles could not be deposited correctly in

the chute with the base horizontal as the top surface was not horizontal so pebbles

would roll down to the lower end of the chute. The pebbles were therefore deposited

in an inclined chute as shown in Figure 4.15. Thus, during the process of loading

pebbles into the chute, the top surface layer of each size class of pebbles was

maintained horizontal as the pebbles were randomly put into the chute layer by layer.

Three columns of red painted same sized pebbles were located along the mid layer of

each of the three size fractions next to the Perspex side wall adjacent to the video

camera. Following the placement of the final pebble layer in the largest sized top

pebble zone, the feed plate was attached and fixed. The base plate of the chute was

then returned to the horizontal, before being inclined to an angle of 45° to the

horizontal. Figure 4.16 shows the chute before the discharge plate is raised to release

the flow of pebbles. The motion of these marker pebbles was tracked from an analysis

of the stills frames extracted from the fast video camera recordings. The recording

speed of fast video camera recordings was 500 frames per second, the frame stills

were recorded onto the hard disk of a laptop computer to allow subsequent digital

analysis. Figure 4.17 shows an example of the plots of velocity profiles determined

from an analysis of the motion of the marker pebbles from the video stills of the chute

flow experiments performed. The origin to each of the plotted velocity profiles is at
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the inter ection of the chute ba e plate and the bottom of the red marker pebble

column . The computed velocity profile for each column of red pebbles are plotted.

The curve repre ent the computed average velocitie for the column of red marker

pebble for the fir t LOOmm of recorded displacement (see section 4.2.1).

igure 4.14 Zones flow in the crusher chamber

Figure 4.15 Method of deposition of pebbles in the laboratory
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Figure 4.16 Chute with base at 45° to the horizontal, before releasing the trap door

Figure 4.17 Example of determination of velocity profiles

4.3.2 DEM imulation procedure

A erie of DEM model were ub equently con tructed and olved to replicate the

re ult of the experimental tudie de cribed above. The contact and shape of the

clump model u ed in the e imulation is the same a tho e described in section 4.2.

The value of the phy ical particle and chute parameter decision were the arne a

tho e de cribed in ection 4.2.3. and listed in Table 4.2 .. Clump particle model were

formed to repre ent the three ize fraction of pebble used in the experiments. The

The equi alent diameter of each clump ize wa determined by equating it volume

to the av rage volume of the pebble ize cIa fractions u ed in laboratory
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experiments. The interparticle friction was chosen so as to achieve the same angle of

repose in the DEM simulation as in the laboratory for the real pebbles by using a

simple slump test (section 4.2.3). The energy dissipation at contacts was modelled by

the viscous damping model, and characterised by the critical damping ratio. The

critical damping ratio was calibrated by comparing the results of the computed model

simulation drop tests with corresponding observed laboratory drop tests (section

2.5.1). A single coefficient of restitution was assumed for ball-wall impact and baIl-

to-ball impact due to the difficulty in measuring the latter in the laboratory.

Figure 4.l8(a)-(c) shows the procedure used to generate particle samples. Clump

particle models of three size fractions were randomly generated in the three zones by

the use of temporary model walls positioned horizontally across a vertically mounted

tall chute (Figure 4.18(a)) . The particles were then allowed to free-fall under gravity

and come to rest at the bottom of the chute. An additional gravity force component

was applied to represent the force generated by an inclination of the chute in the

laboratory experiments (Figure 4.18(b)). When the simulated particles reach a stable

equilibrium, the temporary walls at the interfaces of the particle zones and the clump

particles that intersect the top feed plate are removed. The clump particles whose

centres are closest to the centres of columns of red marker pebbles in experiments, are

selected as the corresponding marker clumps in the DEM simulations. An additional

gravity force is then applied at the same inclination angle (45°) to the horizontal of the

base plate of the chute in the laboratory experiments (Figure 4.18(c)). In order to

establish the effect of clump deposition and therefore orientation in the DEM

modelling of the flow of the pebbles, simulations were also performed with clumps

deposited under vertical gravity with the base horizontal, as shown in Figure 4.l8(d).
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The simulations was repeated three times (three different randomly created clump

particle samples), and the average values of these computed results were compared

against the average of the measured experimental results.

Table 4.2 Input parameters for zones flow model

Large clump Medium clump Small clump

Diameter (single sphere, mm) 14.7 12.8 IDA

. Mass (g) 12.3 9.7 704

Normal/shear stiffness (N/m) 10l) 109 ID'}

Particle/particle friction coefficient 0.37 0.37 0.37

Side wall/particle friction coefficient 0.605 0.605 0.605

Bottom wall/particle friction coefficient 0.493 0.493 0.493

Critical damping ratio 0.11 0.11 0.11
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(a (b)

(c) (d)

igur 4.1 ample generation: (a) clumps generated in a tall chute, (b) clumps
depo ited b inclined gravity (c) artificial walls and extra clumps deleted and gravity

appJi d at 45°, and (d) clumps deposited by vertical gravity.

4.3.3 R ults

lump d p ition and model validation

Wh n gra ity i applied to the modelled particle from different direction ,thi may

produce a range of different orientation of the generated particle ample in the chute,

which in tum may have an effect on the ub equent simulated discharge flows.

Figure 4.19(a -(c) pre ent a compari on of the velocity profiles of the red marker

p bble obtained both fr m the laboratory experiment and from the solution of the

parallel DE model for a di charge CSS of 50mm and bite angles, p, set at 18° 20°

and 220 re p ctiv ly. n analy i of the data pre ented on Figure 4.18 conclude that
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the velocity profiles of the discharge flows of the clump particles deposited under the

influence of an inclined gravity force, match more closely those of the pebbles

measured during the laboratory experiments. With exception of the case of the large

clump particles at a bite angle of 18°, the clumps deposited under inclined gravity are

observed to flow only slightly faster than the pebbles in the laboratory experiments,

with the average difference between them being approximately iO.005m1s. However,

for the clump particles deposited under vertical gravity, although the predicted

velocity profiles for the discharge flows of the small clump particles replicated the

behaviour of the real pebbles well, the medium and large clump particles were

predicted to flow at velocities in excess of twice the real same sized pebbles recorded

during the laboratory experiments. These results strongly suggest that: (1) the initial

orientation of the particles may play a significant role in the accuracy of the DEM

particle flow models. and (2) that the use of inclined gravity model during the loading

of the particles into the chute is important to replicate pebble packing orientations

produced by the laboratory deposition method.

Good agreement of clearance time versus bite angle was also obtained as Figure 4.20

shows for the CSS of 50mm. When the CSS was decreased to 40mm, similar particle

interlock and jamming occurred in both the model simulations and the experiments

whenever the bite angle was 18°, 20° or 22°. Figure 4.21 shows a comparison of the

side view of the aggregate interlock obtained in the laboratory test and the simulation

for a bite angle of 220 and CSS=40mm.
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u
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Simulation

5.5

3
18 19 20 21

bite ngle (degrees)

Figure 4.20 learance time versus bite angle for CSS=50mm

Figur 4.21 ompari on of laboratory experiment and simulation with CSS=40mm and
bite angle 22°.

The influence of the chute geometry on the aggregate flows

The DEM model ha been used to investigate the relationship between clearance time,

bite angle and CSS. Thi cannot be inve tigated easily in the lab a the maximum CSS

of the rig i 50rnm and the maximum bite angle is 22°. Figure 4.22 shows the

relati n hip between clearance time and bite angle for a CSS of 50mm and bite angles
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.in the range 0-30°. The clearance time increa e dramatically with an increa ing bite

angle. It eem that the clearance time will tend to very large values if the bite angle is

increa ed further due to the extreme particle interlock. Figure 4.23 shows the

relation hip between clearance time and CSS for a bite angle of 22° and CSS in the

range 30-90mm. It wa found that 42mm wa the minimum CSS which allow all the

pebble to flow out of the chute and a maller value would lead to extreme interlock.

The clearance time decrea ed from 13.2 to 2.5s when the CSS was increased from

42mm to 90mm. It can be een that the clearance time approache a minimum value

2.5 for SS larger than 60mm. It can be concluded that for a constant bite angle,

there i a minimum CSS which allows particles to flow and maximum CSS beyond

which the clearance time ha reached it minimum po ible value.

10

3 8
~
E 6..~
uc:: 4I'll...
I'll~
U 2

0
0 20 30 4010

Figure 4.22 . plot of the DEM model predicted clearance times against chute bite angle
for a fixed CSS of SOmm

Bite Angle ( degrees)
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60 70 80 9040 so

To inve tigate the relation hip between the particle size and critical CSS values for

CSS (mm)

flow and minimum clearance time, ample with uniform sized clumps, but different

igure 4.23 Clearance time vs CSS for a bite angle of 220

ize for each ample, have been studied. Figure 4.23 show the relationship between

clearance time and CSS for a bite angle of 22° and CSS in the range 30-90mm.

Clearly the critical CSS value become larger with increasing size of the clumps.

Therefore a clump equivalent diameter wa determined by equating the volume of the

clump to that of a phere and calculating the diameter of the sphere. The clearance

time wa then plotted in Figure 4.23 a a function of the CSS normalized by the

pebble equivalent diameter and a unique relation hip obtained. It can therefore be

concluded from Figure 4.24 that the for a bite angle of 22°, the pebble start to flow

for a SS to equivalent diameter ratio greater than 2.2, and cannot achieve a faster

clearance time beyond a CSS to diameter ratio of 4.
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Figure 4.25 learance time v CSS normalized by pebble equivalent diameter.

4.4 Summary

The ideali ed flow of rock in a cone cru her in the absence of material breakage has

been inve tigated by performing a erie of laboratory experiment of the flow of

rounded haped river pebble down an inclined chute. To imulate the flow of single

ized pebble flow equivalently ized phere and four-ball clumps were generated to
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rounded shaped river pebbles down an inclined chute. To simulate the flow of single

sized pebble flows, equivalently sized spheres and four-ball clumps were generated to

investigate the influence that particle shape may have on the flow of single sized

pebbles in a chute. The equivalent damping parameters for the particle models were

determined from drop tests performed on the river pebbles in the laboratory. In a

similar fashion the equivalent model particle coefficients of friction were determined

by solving model simulation heap tests to produce parameter values that deliver the

same angle of repose as formed by the real pebbles. The computed model solutions

for spheres produce poor agreement with the pebble experiments. However, the

simulation of the chute flow models using the clumps delivered both velocity profiles

and clearance times that were in good agreement with the experimental pebble studies.

The results of these modelling studies have confirmed that it is possible to

satisfactorily simulate the flow of irregularly shaped particles in three dimensions if

due care is taken over selection of clump shape and determination of the correct

particle parameters.

To investigate the idealised material flows experienced within a real cone crusher

chamber, experimental and computational chute flow models were constructed to

replicate the flow of a sequence of single sized model particle zones down the chute.

The sizes of the particles within each zone reduce the further the initial position of the

zone is down the length of the discharge chute. The descending flow zones attempt to

simulate the particle flows created by the crushing processes in a real cone crushing

machine. Pebbles of different colours were used for the different sizes and marker

pebbles painted so that velocity profiles could be plotted. DEM simulations were used

to show that the method of deposition is important, and that velocity profiles for the

pebbles in the laboratory can be correctly predicted. The validated model was then
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used to examine clearance time as a function of bite angle and closed-size setting

(CSS) in addition to the particle size. The simulations show that for a given bite angle,

there is a minimum value of CSS normalised by particle size below which flow does

not occur, and a maximum value beyond which the clearance time does not reduce.

For a bite angle of 22°, the pebbles start to flow for a CSS to particle size ratio greater

than 2.2, and cannot achieve a faster clearance time beyond a CSS to particle diameter

ratio of 4.

The content contained in this chapter has been published as:

McDowell, G.R., Li, H. and Lowndes, I. (2011) The importance of particle shape in

discrete element modelling of particle flow in a chute. Geotechnique Letters 1, No.3,

59-64.

Li, H., Mcffowell, G.R. and Lowndes, I. (2012) A laboratory investigation and

discrete element modelling of rock flow in a chute. Powder Technology 229, 199-205.
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CHAPTER 5 DISCRETE ELEMENT MODELLING OF

ROCK BREAKAGE

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the execution, analysis and discussion of the results obtained

from the physical experimental and OEM model simulation studies performed to

characterise the type of rock breakage events that occur in a cone crusher chamber.

There are two common approaches proposed to model particle breakage using OEM:

the population balance method (PBM) approach and the bounded particle model

(BPM) approach (introduced in section 3.4.3). In the application of the PBM approach,

a critical tensile strength o (Equation 3-5) is used as the breakage criteria to govern

particle breakage. For the use of the BPM model, it is also necessary to determine the

tensile strength of the modelled rock from laboratory tests to validate the breakage

behaviour of the corresponding OEM agglomerate models. The single particle

crushing test determines the tensile- strength of rock particles by compressing

individual particles between two parallel flat platens to induce tensile stresses within

the sample. A series of diametrical compression tests of Glensanda ballast particles

were performed in the laboratory. The tensile strengths of the ballast particles and the

size distribution of the progeny fragments post breakage were analyzed. These results

were subsequently used to calibrate the PBM models used to simulate rock breakage

in a cone crusher chamber model. This chapter also presents an overview of the

formulation and solution of OEM agglomerate models used to simulate the breakage
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of a crushed rock particle. A novel algorithm to generate a dense random packing

agglomerate is proposed. This type of agglomerate produces a dense and isotropic

model rock matrix. This type of agglomerate was subsequently used in the BPM cone.

crusher model.

5.2 Experiments procedure

A Zwick experimental compression rig similar to that described by Lim (2004) was

employed to apply a variable compressive load to the rock samples tested. A

photograph of the test cell is shown in Figure 5.1. The rig is instrumented to measure

the rate of deformation against the applied load. The main assumption in this test is

that the failure of ballast particles is caused by the generation of a continuous stress

field within a homogeneous and isotropic particle. It is also assumed that all of the

tested rock particles are geometrically similar, and that the contact area of the ballast

particle with the confining platens is small (ideally, spherical particle shapes would

minimise this contact area). Shipway and Hutchings (1993) found that as the contact

areas reduce, the proportion of the sphere radius under tension increases.

Consequently, under these conditions a bulk rather than surface fracture is more likely

to occur. However, in practice, due to the often irregular shape of real ballast particles

it is difficult to minimise the ballast particle contact area. Thus, a collection of quasi-

spherical Glensanda rock ballast particles were selected for these tests to minimise the

contact area and keep consistent particle geometries. It is also noted that a large

contact area would occur if the particle was compressed between 'soft' platens that

deform plastically. Thus, the platens were made of case-hardened mild steel to

minimise the contact area.
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Thirty (McDowell, 2001) quasi-spherical particles of Glensanda ballast particles of

three sieve size fractions: 14-28mm, 30-37.Smm and 40-60mm were selected. The

particles were washed and dried in a drying oven, before being compressed between

the two flat platens. The selected rock particles were individually checked to identify

any irregular shape to confirm that the contact areas were small and were located at

approximately the centres of the particles. Particles failing this selection criteria were

rejected. However, it was accepted that it would be difficult to minimise the contact

area on the bottom platen as the particle needs to maintain a stable footing when a

compression load is applied across the platens. Consequently, only the top contact

area could be effectively minimised. In addition, any particles likely to fail under the

application of a bending moment were identified and rejected. For example, if a

particle is identified to have two or more contact points with the bottom platen (Le.

the particle geometry contains an arch at the bottom), bending moment may

potentially be generated that may promote particle fracture.
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Figure 5.la shows a photograph of the two flat 140 mm diameter, case-hardened mild

steel platens attached to the Zwick testing machine. A hollow Perspex cylinder, which

is slightly larger than two platens, is used to confine the broken rock fragments. A

constant loading rate of 1mm/min was applied to the top plate of the Zwick testing

machine until the ballast particle fails by breaking into two or more pieces. The Zwick

testing machine measures the applied force and has a gauge attached to the machine

which allows displacement to be read visually from a gauge. The force was measured

to an accuracy of ±50N and the displacement was read to an accuracy of ±0.05mm.

The loading rate was set at a constant 1mm/min as Lim (2004) had previously found

that at high loading velocities, broken fragments could not fall away from the bulk

particle under a continuous load, generating an artificially high tensile strength as two

or more daughter particles were being compressed instead of the original single parent.

Typical loading force-vertical displacement was shown in figure5.l b. Nevertheless,

even the application of a low 1mm/min loading rate cannot guarantee that broken

fragments will fall away from the bulk particle. Therefore, the particle tested had to be

visually examined for any potential breakages, at every occasion there was a sudden

drop in the measured applied load. In the cases of uncertainty, the procedure adopted

was to stop the test to enable a detailed visual examination of the exposed surfaces of

the test particle. Where no intact broken fragments were observed the test process

was resumed. In addition, the following criterion was adopted to determine as to

whether particle failure had occurred following a drop in the measured load: a drop in

load corresponded to particle failure. If the total volume of any broken fragments

accounted for more than 113 of the original particle volume, then the particle was

deemed to have failed. The corresponding peak load was used to compute the tensile

strength for the tested rock sample.
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5.3 Analysis and discussion of the experimental results

5.3.1 Measured distribution of particle strengths

Section 3.4.2 presented a review of the methods that may be used to measure the

tensile stress at failure for a particle. It was established that the tensile strength of a

particle subjected to a diametrical compression under a low loading rate, is

determined from the evaluation of the following expression:

F
(1=-

d2 Equation 5-1

where, F, is the measured failure (peak) force and, d, is the distance between to

platens at failure. The tensile stresses measures for each set of tests were ranked in

ascending order to compute the survival probability for each tensile stress at failure.

Following Davidge (1979), the survival probability is computed using the mean rank

position equation:

Ps = 1 - i/(N + 1) Equation 5-2

where i is the ith ranked sample from a total of N samples. Thus, given the test results

for 30 same sized particles, the lowest value of (1gives a particle survival probability

of 30/31, and the tensile strength of the strongest particle gives a particle survival

probability of 1131.

Weibull (1951) statistics was used to quantify the ballast tensile strength and

determine the variation in the strengths measured from each batch of particle tests.

Consequently, the survival probability of particles of size d under a tensile stress (1is

given by:
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Equation 5-3

where m i the Weibull modulus and ao i the ten ile stress such that 37% of the

particle urvive, commonly termed the '37% tensile trength' of the ample. The

Weibull m dulu determines the coefficient of variation, which reduces with a the

variability in trength increa e (see section 3.4.2). Equation 5-3 may be reca t in the

form:

Equation 5-4

The Weibull modulu m and the 37% tensile strength for each set of tests may be

graphically determined from a Wei bull urvival probability plot, which is a plot of

In(ln(ljps)) again t lna . The Weibull modulus m corre ponds to the slope of the

line of be t It, and the value of aois the value of a when lnt] n (:J = O.The Weibull

probability of plot for the three tested ize fraction of ballast particle are plotted in

igure 5.2-5.5.
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It i I ar that th m ur d ten ile trength of all of three tested size fractions of the

alla t xhi it ull di tri ution Table 5.1 shows summary of the measured

e rim nt· 1 ata r all thr ize fraction : the 37% tensile strength (0'0), the
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average ten ile trength (O"j), correlation coefficient of linear fit(R2
), and the Weibull

modulu (m).

Table 5.1 ummary of the averages of the measured experimental data obtained from
the sets of single sized particle crushing tests

Particle ize fraction 37~ ten ile trength (la Average trength (If RL Weibull Modulus m

14-28mm 20.12MPa 20.02MPa 0.9608 3.0895

30-37.5mm 12.61MPa 11.26MPa 0.9644 3.2859

40-60mm 9.49MPa 8.47MPa 0.9882 2.4398

5.3.2 ize effect on particle trength

An e amination of the experimental data set presented in Table 5.1 concludes that

the maIler ball t particle are tronger than larger particles which are consi tent with

the Lee' (1992) experimental re ult . Figure 5.6 show a plot of the average particle

trength a a fun tion the particle ize. The data can be expre sed as the equation:

O"av = 480.03d-1.1

100

10 20 Diameter (mm) 30----
40 50

Equation 5-5

igur 5.5 erage ten Hestrength against average particle size at failure
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The ize effect factor b in Equation 3-9 corre ponds to -1.1 here. The average Weibul1

modulu mall of three ize fraction of particle i 2.9 so that the size factor b

approximately equal -maJ3. Thi compares favourably with Equation 3-10 proposed

by McDowell and Bolton (1998).

5.3.3 ize di tribution of fragments

To elect an appropriate breakage function for the construction of a PBM model to

imulate the breakage behaviour experienced in a cone cru her chamber model, the

ize di tribution of the daughter fragment resulting from the failure of the single

parent particle were analy ed. Figure 5.6 how the typical fragments generated

following the failure of the ingle particles. As may be observed, the failed particles

typically formed 2 or 3 larger ized progeny particles accompanied by a few smaller

ized particle and orne fine .

Figur 5.6 Photograph showing the typical daughter fragments produced following the
failure of the ingle parent particles subjected to a diametrical compression test

Twenty particle of a totaI of thirty particles of each size fraction were sieved. For

each original parent particle, the daughter fragments were sized according to their

ieve ize and then the individual ize fractions individually weighed. The minimum

ieve ize u ed wa 8mm, thu all fragment maIler than 8mm were cIa sified a

fine. The re ult of thi ize cla ification analyses are graphically pre ented on

figure 5.7-5.9.
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Figure 5.8 graphical presentation of the size and mass classification data obtained
from anal es performed on the fragments produced on the failure of the 30-37.5 mm

ized particle ubjected to a diametrical compression test
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graphical pre entation of the size and mass classification data obtained
performed on the rock fragments produced on the failure of the 14-28
mm particles subjected to a diametrical compression test

It can be een that for all the ize fraction, the largest daughter fragment can in most

ea e take up approximately 60% of the original particle mas. The second largest

progeny fragment are found to have a rna s of approximately 30% of the original

parent particle. The remaining fragments tend to be for~ed by a collection of much

mailer particle and fine that repre ent less than 10% of the original particle mass.

With the exception of a few of the te ted sample the progeny particle followed these

general ize di tribution . Therefore, it was proposed to adopt the following protocol

to govern the generation of daughter particle on the application of a diametrical

com pre ion to each ize of original particle: once the critical ten ile trength of this

ize of particle i exceeded, the particle will always divide into two major particle

which will be 60% and 30% of the original particle mass, with the remaining mass

(l0%) reporting a cru hed fine « Smm).
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5.4 The generation of a dense randomly packed agglomerate

5.4.1 Justification

To simulate the breakage of rock particles within a cone crusher it is proposed to

adopt a BP11 model to form an isotropic agglomerate of dense and randomly packed

micro-spheres to represent the parent and progeny rock particles before and after

breakage.

The critical literature review summarised in Section 3.4.2 identified that the

Hexagonal closed packing (HCP) and the radius expansion methods are the two most

popular algorithms used to generate agglomerates. The hexagonal closed packing

(HCP) agglomerate (Fig 5.10a-b) has been chosen by many researchers, to investigate

the fracture of soil grains (Robertson and Bolton, 2001), sand particles (Cheng,

Nakata and Bolton, 2003; McDowell and Harireche, 2002a; 2002b) and ballast (Lim

and McDowell, 2007; Lim et al, 2004). In Figure 5.10, the A-B-A-B layering

sequence for hexagonal closed packing is propagating in the y-direction, shown as

Figure 5.l0(b). The HCP agglomerate is useful because it can provide the

theoretically densest packing (a porosity of 0.26) for uniformly sized spheres bonded

to simulate a solid particle. This density is achieved without requiring any particle

overlap, which would result in locked-in forces inside the bonded agglomerate. In

addition, the HCP method produces a regular and anisotropic packing, (shown in

Figure 5.IOa-b). If the HCP agglomerate is rotated through 90° in the x-y plane

(Figure 5.10a) during diametrical compression, the contact chains between the two

crushing plates will change as shown in Fig 5.1 Db-c. As the force chains will, in

general mirror the contact orientations, the force chains will also change. Figure 5.11

shows the effect of rotation angle on the tensile strength of a spherical HCP
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agglomerate. The rotation angle is as shown in figure 5.1 O(a). The diameter of each

agglomerate is 42 mm and other input micro parameters of the agglomerate are listed

in Table 5.2. A physical description of each parameter can be found in Chapter 2. The

maximum tensile strength of 18.1MPa is more than twice the minimum tensile

strength 8.1~1Pa as the rotation angle is increased from 0 to 90 degrees.

The radius expansion method introduced by Lubachevsky and Stillinger (1999) is

another conventional method of forming a random packing agglomerate. This method

was introduced in section 3.4.3. This type of agglomerate has been used to investigate

the behaviour of materials such as sand particles (Cil and Alshibli, 2012) and rocks

(Potyondy & Cundall, 2004). However, as the agglomerate is too porous, progressive

fracture of small parts of the agglomerate can occur, which produces a significant load

reduction and multiple peaks in some simulations (Cil and Alshibli, 2012), as opposed

to well defined bulk fracture into 2 or 3 fragments with a single peak in the load-

deflection curve. In addition, large internal voids become external voids when

crushing occurs and Lim & McDowell (2007) showed that for uniform micro-spheres

bonded to make an agglomerate, a minimum number of 500 micro-spheres were

required to eliminate co-ordination number effects due to a large proportion of surface

particles.

A novel algorithm is proposed to generate a dense, isotropic rock particle model with

negligible initial overlap by inserting particles to fill the voids in the agglomerate. The

concept of space filling using spheres of different sizes has been used by Schopfer et.

al. (2009) to study confined triaxial extension and compression tests. They generated

samples with different particle packing methods, characterised by differing particle

size distributions and porosities. They iteratively inserted particles in the existing voids
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to achieve four contact. The contribution here i to olve the problem analytically

and determine for each void, where each new sphere should be created and its size,

uch that maller and maller particle are in erted in the remaining voids, to achieve

a den e packing.

~
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>-t . ~ 'i'
rt ~~
1 "':l'-.
\".; ~. ,_.

'-"" ~ ...
'1~

Rotation
angle

(a) (b) (c) (d)

igure 5.10 a the orientation of 3D hexagonal closed packing agglomerate under
diametrical compre ion between two parallel platens, (b) orientation of the 3D
he agonal do ed packing agglomerate projected in the x-z plane (c) distribution of the
model contac for a rotation angle of 00 in the x-y plane and (d) distribution of the
model contacts for a rotation angle of 900 in the x-y plane

Table 5.2 Input parameter of the agglomerate in DEM diametral compression tests

Parameter values
Diameter of agglomerate 42mm or sOmm

wall stiffness 1*109 N/m
wall velocity 0.008m/s
ball radius 0.0025m
ball density 2700 kg/rrr'

friction coefficient 0.5
Shear Modulus 70GPa
Poisson's ratio 0.2

parallel bond radius multiplier 1

parallel bond normal stiffness 5*1012 N/m
parallel bond shear stiffness 2*1012 N/m
normal/shear bond strength 60MPa
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5.4.2 Modelling of an agglomerate

The contact model u ed in thi tudy i the Hertzian contact model, described in

ection 2.5.2. The objective of the proposed method is to place spheres of varying

ize in the void of a ample formed from a relatively loose random packing of

uniformly ized phere. To create the relatively loose random packing, a specific

number of phere with uniform radiu Tmax are generated within a spherical wall and

then a ervo-controlled velocity i applied to the spherical wall until the spheres touch

one another and the wall (Figure 5.12a-5.12b), which mean expanding or contracting

the pherical all to achieve a target pre ure. The target pressure here was set a

100KPa. An in re ing target pre ure will re ulted in larger initial overlaps between

the phere .
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.12 figure howing animation stills that illustrate the generation of a dense
packing achie d b a reduction in the boundary wall diameter, which represents an

increase in the target pressure.

ill proc dure

Ideally, th intr duction f each new maller micro-sphere into the void should make

contact with it four neighbouring pheres, a hown in figure 5.13. The following

procedure wa introduced to identify the four neighbouring phere

• Randomly elect a phere a the fir t sphere;

• Find all the phere who e centre lie inside the phere domain with centre at 0

and radiu qual to d. 0 i the centre of the first ball and d is twice the diameter

f the initial uniformly- ized phere ;

• Select any three ball a a group from the spheres .found in previous step;

calculate the volume of the tetrahedron created by the centre of these three

phere and the fir t phere. The group which give a minimum volume for the

tetrah dron i elected a the neighbouring three spheres of the fir t ball;

• Repeat until every ball ha three neighbouring spheres.
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As the positions and radius of the four existing spheres surrounding the void are

known, it is possible to solve the following equations to calculate the position and

radius of the added ball.

Equation 5-6

Equation 5-7

Equation 5-8

Equation 5-9

where x, )', z and r denote the co-ordinates of the centre and radius of the new ball,

and those with subscripts 1,2,3 and 4 represent the co-ordinates of the centres and

radii of the four existing spheres. Three equations in x, y .z and r can be derived by

subtracting equation (5-6) from equations (5-7)-(5-9). These three equations can be

written in matrix form in equation (5- I0):

[

2r(r1 - r2) + (x~ + y~ + z~ - r~) - (x~ + y~ + z~ - r~)]
= 2r(r1 - r3) + (x~ + y~ + z~ - r~) - (x~ + y~ + z~ - r~)

2r(r1 - r4) + (x~ + y~ + z~ - r~) - (x~ + y~ + z~ - r~)

Equation
5-10

The above matrices may be solved using a suitably adapted Matlab™ code. The

derived (x.y.z) co-ordinates of the new micro-sphere to be added may be written in

terms of a function of its radius r. The three equations can then be substituted into

equation (5-6), and an equation in r obtained and solved (except for the case when the

packing void.
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Figure 5.13 The location of the new ball to occupy the tetrahedral space between four
xi ting micro-spheres forming the agglomerate packing.

ew micro- pher filter

Two nece ary condition need to be met by the newly added micro-spheres:

• Each new ball mu t be larger than the defined minimum size of radius rmin.

• 0 overlap can occur with any other existing surrounding spheres

If the derived new ball doe not meet the first condition, it IS rejected. If both

condition are ati fied then the ball i generated as located. For each new ball

meeting condition 1 but not condition 2, a new ball is formed at the calculated

po ition but with a radiu , rmin' This ball has less than three contacts at this stage.

Therefore it i then expanded according to the following procedure:

• Enlarge the radiu of thi ball in increments of 0.1% (this can be set to be

maIler to get a maIler initial overlap) and then release it with the condition

that all oth r phere were fixed.
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• Repeat thi procedure until the newly located ball has at lea t three contacts.

Thi method i then repeated for any four adjacent spheres to create new spheres until

no more phere with a radiu larger than Tmin may be added. Once this point is

reached the proce i terminated a the den e random packing agglomerate is deemed

complete. a hown by Figure 5.l4(a). Figure 5.14(b) hows only the newly added

micro- phere .

(a) (b)

igure 5.14 (a) Final form of a generated dense randomly packed agglomerate of a
phere and (b) a iew of only the new micro-spheres subsequently generated and added
t th di mi ingl ized void in packing until the packing becomes sufficiently dense. .

5.4.3 ffect of agglomerate packing density

The pa king den ity i governed by the ratio TO of the radii of the largest and smallest

phere TmLLt and 'min re pectively:

Tmax
To=--

Tmin Equation 5-11

Thu , the agglomerate i an a embly of uniform spheres when ro=l. The radiu ratio

Todetermine th number of mall pheres in the agglomerate. Figure S.lSa-c shows a

plan vi of th agglomerate with TO equal to 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Figure 5.16

how the poro ity and coordination number (average number of contacts per ball) of
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the agglomerate a a function of the radiu ratio. It can be seen that the coordination

number approache ix a ro increa e to a value of 4. The porosity c1early reduces as

ro increa e . for the agglomerate with ro=4, the poro ity has decreased to 0.31

compared to a poro ity of 0.45 for the monodi per e agglomerate.

(a) (b) (c)

igure 5.15 gglomerate with (a) ro =2 (b) ro=3 (c) ro=4.
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igure 5.16 comparati e plot of the computed porosity and coordination numbers for
a range of radius ratio values, r0
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To investigate the effect of packing density on the tensile strength of the agglomerate,

two groups of diametrical compression tests were conducted:

1) The same agglomerate with a random orientation: 20 tests at random orientations

for each agglomerate with each radius ratio of 2, 3 and 4, to investigate the effect of

packing density on the isotropy of the agglomerate.

2) Twenty tests on different agglomerates for each value of To: that is to say that for

To=2, for example, 20 different agglomerates (a different random number seed is used

to generate each sample) were tested, and this procedure repeated for each value of To

- to study the effect of packing density on the statistical variation in strength.

The micro parameters for each agglomerate are all the same, with a diameter of 50mm

and other input parameters as listed in Table 5.2. The mean values of tensile strength,

standard deviation and coefficients of variation for the 20 tests are listed in Table 5.3.

The results of the first group of tests clearly show the agglomerate is more isotropic

for a higher radius ratio To. The results of the second group of test presented in Table

5.3 show that the effects of random packing on the tensile strength are smaller, the

greater the value of To and the less porous the sample. These results show the strength

of the agglomerate will be independent of the random packing or orientation if the

value of To is high enough and the agglomerate is dense enough. Moreover, both tests

show that a denser agglomerate produces a higher tensile strength for the same set of

micro parameters.
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Table 5.3 Effect of radius ratio r, on agglomerate tensile strength

radius ratio '0 mean /MPa standard deviation/MPa coefficient of variation

4 9.42 0.44 0.05
Test 1: effect of

3 7.69 1.02 0.13
orientation

2 3.95 0.82 0.21

radius ratio '0 mean/Mpa standard deviation/MPa coefficient of variation

Test 2: effect of 4 9.36 0.49 0.05

packing 3 7.90 0.94 0.12

2 3.99 1.09 0.27

The packing density also affects the fracture pattern. Figure 5.17 shows a typical

fracture of the agglomerate for each radius ratio and corresponding load-displacement

relationship. The lines plotted on the agglomerate represent the intact bonds after

breakage. For a loose agglomerate of ro=2, the typical fracture is a multiple asperity

fracture and multiple peaks occur in the load-displacement curve before the final

fracture of the agglomerate (in some agglomerates fast bulk fracture does occur). The

probability of this type of multiple asperity fracture is reduced by increasing the

packing density of the agglomerate by increasing the radius ratio r.; A clearer and

more realistic fast bulk fracture is seen as ro increases, which compares well with

laboratory tests performed on rocks (Hiramatsu and Oka, 1966). For ro=4, there is

only one significant load reduction observed on the simulated load-displacement

curve that is more representative of real rock breakage (Lee, 1992).
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Figure 5.17 The effect of radiu ratio on load-displacement relationship and fracture
pattern.

The content ont ined In the ection 5.1-5.3 has been published in Geotechnique

Letter:

Li H. McD well G.R. and Lownde , I. (2013) Discrete element modelling of rock

breakage u ing den e random packing agglomerates. Geotechnique Letters 3, No.

July-September (2013): 98-102.

5.4.4 Modelling tensile strength variation

Table 5.3 how that for a den e random packing agglomerate of significantly high

den ity ther i minor effect on the trength of agglomerate by changing the loading

orientation. Therefore one would expect the strength of the agglomerate to be

prop rtional to the bond trength under the condition that the bond strengths inside

14
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the agglomerate are a single value (CH et aI, 2013). To confirm this, the author

diametrally crushed one agglomerate (ro=4) with different bond strength while

keeping other parameters constant. The result is shown in Figure 5.18 and it is clear

that the nominal force at fracture is proportional to bond strength for an agglomerate

and the tensile strength is also proportional to the bond strength. Thus, for the dense

random packing agglomerates, the bond strengths and the agglomerates have the same

distribution under the condition that each agglomerate was given a single value of

bond strength.
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Figure 5.18 A plot of the computed force at fracture as a function of parallel bond
strength

Parallel bond strength (MPa)

Therefore, the modelling of the variation in particle strengths can be achieved by

simply giving each agglomerate a single value of bond strength which is taken from

the relevant distribution of the experimental results. For example; to model the

experimental result of 40-60mm particles, the experimental result of the tensile

strength follows a Wei bull distribution with 37% survival value 9.48MPa and Weibull
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modulus 3.09. Therefore the bond strengths of 30 agglomerates were taken from a

Weibull distribution with modulus 3.09. The 37% bond strength value B; was

determined so as to achieve the same 37% survive tensile strength of the agglomerate

(00) as that in experiments. The calibration procedure was as follows:

• The Young's modulus was chosen with a Poisson ratio of 0.2, to give an initial

elastic response which matched the experiments.

• The agglomerate was given a random bond strength, assuming a Weibull

modulus equal to that for the Weibull distribution of particle strengths in the

experiments.

• This agglomerate was rushed to obtain its strength Cf.

• The bond strength was then scaled by (~) to obtain the assumed 37% bond
00

strength B».

• The agglomerates were then assumed to have a bond strength given by a

Weibull distribution with the chosen m and a 37% bond strength Bo.

Table 5.2 shows the input parameters of agglomerates. Figure 5.19 shows the Weibull

probability distribution of experimental results and DEM simulation results. It is

concluded that these results exhibit good agreement.
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Figure 5.19 Wei bull probability distribution for 30 Glensanda ballast experimental
re ults and DEM simulation results

5.5 Summary

A erie of experimental diametral compres ion tests were conducted in this chapter.

Thirty particle of three ieve ize fractions of Glensanda ballast partic1es are chosen

to be the cru hed material: 14-28mm, 30-37.5mm and 40-60rnm. Weibull statistic was

found to be applicable not only to the static variability of ballast particles strengths

but al 0 the ize effect on average partic1e strength. The size distribution of fragment

wa al 0 analy ed and it wa concluded that the particles always generally break into

two major particle which occupy 60% and 30% of the mass of the original particle

and the remaining m wa cru hed into fines in diametrical compres ion test.

A new algorithm to generate den e random packing agglomerates using DEM has

been propo ed. The agglomerate were generated by placing new spheres in the

tetrahedral void pace within a relatively loose sample. It was found that the packing
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density has a strong influence on the tensile strength. A denser agglomerate results in

a more isotropic particle. An increase in packing density by filling the voids with

smaller and smaller particles also results in less statistical variation in strength for

different random packing. Asperity breakage can be minimised by increasing the

packing density of agglomerates. It is therefore now possible to generate a dense,

isotropic and nearly stress-free agglomerate to represent a solid particle in DEM,

which exhibits realistic fast bulk fracture and a realistic load-displacement curve. The

modelling of the variation of particle strengths can be achieved by simply giving each

agglomerate a single value of bond strength which is taken from the relevant

distribution of the experimental results.
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CHAPTER 6 DISCRETE ELEMENT MODELLING OF

THE CONE CRUSHER

6.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the method used to construct a prototype DEM model of a

cone crusher chamber. The principal aim of this study was to investigate how

prototype fundamental flow and breakage modes may be combined to replicate the

size reduction produced by a cone crusher. The study examined the use of the BPM

and PBM modelling methods (section 3.4.3) to explore the feasibility of a modelling

cone crusher using DEM. A numerical DEM model was built to replicate the

performance of a small laboratory scale cone crusher design introduced by Lang

(1998). In the application of the PBM method, the octahedral stress induced in each

particle was used as the breakage criterion as was proposed by McDowell and De

Bono (2013). The breakage criterion and breakage function were determined from a

comparison with the results of the experimental compression tests presented in

chapter 5. For a given particle feed size distribution, the performance of the

computational crusher model was validated by evaluating the effects that changes to

the CSS and eccentric speed settings had on the predicted product size distribution.

Alternative breakage modes were examined to study their influence on the computed

product size distributions. To apply the BPM approach, the feed rock particles are

represented by dense random packing agglomerates, introduced in section 5.4.
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However, the BPM simulation was performed only once due to the limitation of

computation time.

6.2 The construction of cone crusher model

The principal individual rock flow and breakage mode present within a cone crusher

chamber are introduced in section 3.1. The feed rock is fed under gravity from a

hopper into the top of the crusher chamber. The rocks flowing down the chamber are

periodically compressed between the static concave and an eccentric rotating mantle.

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate typical vertical and horizontal cross sectional views

through a cone crusher. To construct a representative numerical DEM model of a cone

crusher, the geometry of a crusher was defined by the specification of the following

eight parameters. The location of these parameter measurements are shown on Figures

6.1 and 6.2.

• The width of feed entrance to the crusher chamber, F.

• The close size setting (CSS): the smallest distance between concave and

mantle.

• The throw s: this represents the eccentric distance the cone moves during a

half rotation.

• The bite angle p: the angle subtended between the concave and the mantle.

• The cone angle a,measured as the angle as the base of the mantle.

• The eccentric angle y: the angle of the eccentric rotation of the cone.
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• The parallel length of the cone ~L: the length of the lower part of the concave

which is parallel to the mantle in CSS state

• Bottom diameter of the mantle Dc.

As the operation of the DEM cone crusher with a real geometry will consume too

much time, a mini artificial cone crusher was simulated in this study. The parameters

were determined based on the cone crusher design geometry presented by Lang

(1998). Table 6.1 details the values of these parameters.

Table 6.1 Parameter values used to construct the DEl\f cone crusher model

F(mm) CSS(mm) s(mm) PC) =o }'C) LlL(mm) Dc(mm)

55 12-18 4.5 18-22 45 2 50 300

\.

o x

Figure 6.1. A vertical cross-section view through a typical cone crusher.
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Open size se

Figure 6.2. A horizontal cross-section view through a typical cone crusher

The mantle wa modelled by a cylinder wall, and concave was represented by two cylinder

wall of which the lower one wa u ed to model the part of the concave which is parallel to

the mantle. The geometry parameter were calculated using val ues in Table 6.1 by the

following procedure· and the e parameter were illu trated in Figure 6.3.

• The di tance from pivot to the centre of the bottom of the mantle is given by

the expre ion:

h = 180s/(2rry) Equation 6-1

• The length of the upper part of the length of concave is calculated a :

lupper_c = (F - css)/sinp Equation 6-2

• The radiu of the bottom end of the mantle is given by:
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Equation 6-3

• The radius of bottom end of the lower concave is calculated as:

Rbot_c = cosy * (s + Rbot_m) + CSS* sin(a - y) Equation 6-4

• The radius of top end of the lower concave is calculated as:

Rmid_c = Rbot_c - ill * cos(a - y) Equation 6-5

• The radius of top end of the upper concave is calculated as:

Rtop_c = Rmid_c -lupper_c * cos(a + p - y) Equation 6-6

• The radius of the top end of the mantle is derived from:

Rtop c - sin(a - y) * F
R - - *R
tOP_m- Cosy * (s + Rbot_m) bot_m Equation 6-7

• The side length of the mantle is determined as:

1m = (F - CSS)/sinp Equation 6-8

• The coordinate of centre of bottom end of lower concave Obot_c is calculated

as: (0, CSS * cos(a - y), 0)

• The coordinate of centre of top end of the lower concave Omid_c is calculated

as: (0, (0, CSS*cos(a-y) + ill*sin(a-y), 0 ), 0 )

• The coordinate of centre of top end of the upper concave 0top_c is calculated

as: (0, CSS*cos(a-y) + ill* sine a-y) + sine a + ~-y) *lm' 0)

• The coordinate of the centre of bottom end of mantle Obot_m: (cosy * S,

-siny * S, 0)
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• The coordinate of the centre of top end of mantle Otop_m: (Rtop_c - cos y *

Rtop_m• cess - F) * cos(a - y) + III * sin(a - y) + sin(a + p - y) * 1m -

siny * Rtop_m, 0)

lupper_c

Rmid_c

x
Obot_m

Figure 6.3 Parameters calculated in the DEl\1 cone crusher model

Figure 6.4 shows an illustration of the representative 3D rendered surfaces of the

mantle and concaves formed within a typical DEM cone crusher model. The motion

of the cone has two components: an eccentric pendular angular velocity wecc about

the vertical axis of the cone crusher, and a 'spinning' angular velocity of the cone

about its own axis Wspin, related to Wecc by:

Rbotm + S
Wspin = - wecc

RbOt_m Equation 6-9
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Figure 6.4 The DEM cone crusher model

6.3 PB model of the cone crusher

The background and theory to the population balance model (PBM) to simulate

partic1 breakage wa introduced in ection 3.4.3. The basic principle is that the

particl will b repla ed by a group of new particles of predetermined size when it i

ubje ted to a tre e ceeding a pecific strength criterion. Each resultant fragment

then behave a a ingle particle and can be broken again and again until the size of

the progeny partic1e i maller than a predefined minimum value. The minimum

particle ize wa defined to control the time step of the DEM calculation, the

maximum number of particle and thus the computation time. It is essential to

determin th breakage criteria and breakage for a population balance model.

6.3.1 Br akag criteria

The tahedr 1 hear tre induced in the particle was used a the breakage criteria in

thi tudy and w fir t propo ed and employed by McDowell and De Bono (2013).

The octahedral tre i e pre ed a :
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Equation 6-10

where 0'1' U1 and (1'3 are the principle stresses in three directions. In experiments, the

results of tensile strengths were computed by the expression:

F
(J=-

d2 Equation 6-11

where F is the force applied and d is the particle size when fracture occurred.

Therefore it is necessary to relate q to er to calibrate the strength of particles in DEM

models. A simple sphere was compressed diametrically between two walls in DEM

model. The value of q and erwere both calculated, q was found to be proportional to

the characteristic tensile strength

O.9F
q = O.9(J=d2 Equation 6-12

Therefore the assumption was made that, for the rock particles flowing in the chamber,

the particles would be replaced if the octahedral shear stress exceeded its 'strength'.

For a given size d, the particle strengths are randomly selected from a Weibull

distribution with Weibull modulus m and 37% strength qs.The quantity qo is the value

of octahedral stress for a particular size such that 37% of particles are stronger. The

values of m and qs, are calibrated against the experimental crushing tests in section 5.3

so that m is set as 2.65 and qo.is set as 25.2Mpa. The size effect on the average tensile

strengths of a material is usually described in the following form based on the

assumption that particles have the same Weibull modulus for all the size fractions:
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Equation 6-13

Where qo .denotes the 37% strength for a size d, (Tav is the average tensile strength

and b is the size effect factor which is constant for a given material. The size effect

factor b is set as -1.1 see Figure 5.5.

The Weibull modulus m and the size effect factor b will be decoupled to investigate

their influence individually. The Weibull modulus only represents the variability in

particle strengths for a given size and the size effect factor only determines the size

effect on average particle strengths.

6.3.2 Breakage modes

Two size distributions to represent the post breakage progeny fragments have been

investigated. The first model investigated assumed a simple splitting of an idealised

original sphere into two new spheres of equal size. To conserve mass, the two

progeny fragments were sufficiently overlapped to be contained within the bounding

parent sphere. The axis joining the centres of the two new spheres was aligned along

the direction of the minor principal stress, as shown in Figure 6.5. This overlap causes

the particle fragments to move along the direction of the minor principal stress of the

original parent particle, as may occur when a single particle is compressed between

two flat parallel platens. (Mclrowell & De Bono, 2013). The alternative breakage

function was shown in Figure 6.6, where the original particle is split into three

particles which individually represent 60%, 30% and 10% of the mass of the original

particle. As for the previous mechanism, the centres of the three new progeny

particles are created along the direction of the minor principal stress (Figure 6.6). The

second breakage function is formed to replicate the size distributions of the broken

rock particles produced by the diametrical compression tests, described in section
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5.3.3. An examination of the e experimental re ults concluded that the particle

predominantly divided into two major ized particles which occupied approximately

60~ and 30% of the original rna s (Figure 5.6), and the remaining 10% mass reported

a cru hed into fine particle. In the construction of the breakage model, it wa

decided to repre ent the 10% rna reporting as fines by a single sphere to decrea e

the total number of particle generated within the simulation.

• Major principle stress . Major principle stress
...............

,(ffi) ~'no"Mnd" •• ress

........................
Minor principle stress

igure 6.5 wo ball pIitting mechanism Figure 6.6 Triple split mechanism

However, huge unde irable local pre sure spikes were generated by the overlaps of

fragment in both ize di tribution functions. The imposed elastic energy eau ed by

the overlap need to be accommodated after every update of particle breakages.

Otherwi e, all the fragment will break infinitely under the artificial created huge

pre ure. In order to accommodate this problem, the author defined a 'freeze state' to

relea e the artificial energy. The cone crusher model will be set into the freeze state

once breakage occur with the fol1owing a umptions:

• When new particle are generated, all other particles are given initial zero

rotational and translational velocitie . The locations of the boundaries (the

wall of the cru her model) are fixed.
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• In this state, all of the particles are temporarily assigned an artificially large

mass (3x 109 kg/m') to minimise the motions caused by collision.

• The new particles are given an artificially low stiffness (lx103 N/m) to

minimise the energy release generated by the overlaps.

• The viscous damping system is removed and a high local damping coefficient

0.9 (section 2.5.1) is added to accelerate the stabilization of the new particles.

• Gravity is removed.

A flow chart illustrating the solution stages of the cone crusher model is shown in

Figure 6.7. The particles in the crusher chamber will continue to flow until a breakage

condition is achieved. At this point, the solution algorithm applies the 'freeze' state

until the artificial energy of the new fragments is released and dissipated. Thereafter,

the model reverts to the normal state allowing the particles to continue to flow. It

should be noted that the instantaneous velocities of all particles are recorded before

the system applies a freeze state, after which these velocities are returned to either the

original unbroken particles It is noted that a local damping system was replaced in the

model by a viscous damping system, when the solution algorithm reverts from the

freeze to the normal state.
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tr10del start

Flow

n Check
No

Is there any particle
whose q exceeds its

strength?

JJ Yes

Yes
The broken particles
are replaced by new

fr~gments

n Freeze
artifici

sa

Is there any particle
still inside the

q value of all particle
every time step

state to release the
~I energy, until the

rnple is stabilised

chamber?

D No

Simulation ends

Figure 6.7 Flow chart of the cone crusher model using PDl\1 approach

6.3.3 Parameter decision

A simple sphere was used to present the particle in the current state of this research.

The contact model used here is linear contact model (section 2.5.2), Two hundred

particles were used as the feed material to save computation time. The size of the feed

material needs to be chosen from the size range of the experimentally crushed ballast

particles as the experimental results of the tensile strengths are necessary to calibrate

the rock breakage criteria in the DEM model. The size fractions of ballast particles
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crushed in chapter 5 were 14-28mm, 30mm-37.5mm and 40mm·60mm. The smallest

size fraction 14-28mm was chosen as the size range of the feed material. Therefore

the feed particles are 200 spheres with a random diameter between 14mm (0-0 =

38.6MPa) and 28mm (0-0 = 18.2MPa).

Table 6.2 shows the input parameter of the system. The particle stiffness were

calculated by the equation given by Itasca Consulting Group, Inc (2008), which is the

Young's modulus of the material Ec to the radius of the balls R and stiffness:

Equation 6·14

A typical value of the Young's modulus for the Glensanda granite ballast tested in

Chapter 4 was determined to be 70GPa. The ball-ball coefficient of friction measured

in the flow experiments introduced in chapter 4 was set as 0.37. As the solution of this

model represents a dynamic process, the viscous damping model (section 2.5.1.) was

chosen to model the energy dispersion experienced during the collision of the

particles. The critical damping ratio of 0.11 used in the flow model in chapter 4 was

adopted for these models. The minimum size of the spherical particles modelled to

flow within the crusher chamber was set at a diameter of 4mm. This defines the

smallest breakable size of a particle generated by the solution.
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Table 6.2 Input parameter of the cone crusher model for PBl\1 approach

Critical damping ratio 0.11

Ball/wall friction 0.37

Balllball friction 0.37

Wall stiffness lel3 N/m

Particle Young modulus 70Gpa

Ball density 2650kg/mj

6.3.4 Simulation procedure

Figure 6.8 shows snapshots of the crusher simulation in action. In industry the feed

material is usually loaded to the crusher feed bin by a hydraulic shovel or by a

conveyer belt. This material is then ideally choke fed under gravity into the top of the

cone crusher chamber. It is difficult to entirely replicate this complex feed process

within the model, and thus the feed is simplified by assuming that the feed particles

flow from a full bin located vertically above the crusher chamber. The computational

algorithm is detailed as follows:

• 200 particles are randomly generated inside an artificial cylinder wall I,

representing the feed bin (labelled in Figure 6.8).

• The spheres representing the feed material are deposited by the gravity into the

feed bin. A flat artificial wall 2 (labelled in Figure 6.8) is constructed above

the concave to avoid the particles from dropping directly through the chamber.

• The flat arti ficial wall 2 is then deleted to let the particles to flow under

gravity through the top of the crusher chamber. A conical artificial wall 3

(labelled in Figure 6.8) was constructed to cap the top of the mantle, and this

prevents any particles from flowing into the hollow mantle.
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• The mantle i rotated.

Figure 6.8 eri of computer animation stills depicting the dynamic performance of
the crusher predicted by the model

6.3.5 Model validation

For the DEM cone cru her model, the influence of changing the CSS and eccentric

peed on the ize di tribution of the product wa first studied. The result were then

qualitatively validated with Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 in the literature review.

The triple plit br akage mode wa used to generate the progeny fragment size

di tribution function. Figure 6.9 how the product size di tribution generated by the

model for variou SS for a fixed eccentric speed of rotation of 300 rpm. From an

examination of the e re ult it i clear that the feed particles will experience greater
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pre ented in Figure 3.6. ate that in both Figure 3.6 and 6.9 the computed product

cumulative ize di tribution curve are tran lated horizontally to the left a the S

decrea e which mean that the top- ize, medium ize and fine t ize particle are

equally affected by the change to the CSS. Figure 6.10 show the computed product

cumulative ize di tribution curve for a range of eccentric rotational peed value, at

a con tant CSS (1Srrun). It i hown that the upper ize distribution curve repre ent

the imulation with higher eccentric speed. That mean the quicker the mantle rotate ,

the more breakage will occur in the chamber. This result also agree with the data

pre ented in Figure 3.7. However it i noted that in Figure 6.10, the di tribution of the

large t product and fine t particle izes are not as affected as the medium ize

particle by the change of eccentric speed.

12mm -+-lSmm ..... 18mm ~feed

Particle size (m)

Figure 6.9 he effect of C S on size distribution of products in DEM simulation
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Figure 6.10 The effect of eccentric speed on size distribution of product in DEM
simulation
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6.3.6 Influence of particle parameters

Figure 6.11 how the effect of the breakage mode on the computed product

cumulative ize di tribution generated by the two alternative breakage algorithm .

The CSS wa et at 15mm and the eccentric speed was 300 rpm. It can be seen that

the cumulative rna curve of particles larger than 6mm nearly overlap. The maj r

difference occur at the bottom of the curve which represents the cumulative rna of

the fine particle. The equal plit mechani m mas distribution curve uddenly

change at a particle ize of 5mm, such that only a few fine particles are generated.
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All the particle trength are governed by a 37% strength, (fa, the size effect factor, b,

Figure 6.11The effect of breakage mode of fragments

and the Weibull modulu ,m (ee ection 6.3.1). Model simulation u ing variou

value of the e three parameter have been performed to investigate their effect on the

predicted cumulative ize di tribution of the products. Figure 6.12 show the effect of

changing the Go parameter, for a con tant b of -l.1 and constant m of 2.65. It can be

ob erved that the predicted olution curves nearly overlap when (fo varie from

IOMPa to 20MPa. However if (fa i increa ed or decreased by a factor of 10,

value of 80 or 0.8 MPa, re pectively it is clear that more size reduction occur at

lower value of Go.
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igur 6.12 effect of Go on size distribution of products

Figure 6.13 how plot of the computed particle strengths as a function of particle

ize for variou value of b. For imilarly ized fragments, an increase in the value of

b re ult in a lower trength. Figure 6.14 shows the cumulative particle ize

di tribution a a function of the ize effect factor b. It is evident that the increa ing b

re ult in more breakage in the cru her chamber.

1000
= -1.1 ..... b = -0.75 ...... b= -l.S

00= 18 Mpa
do= 28 mm

10
1 10

Particle size, mm

Figure 6.13 Particl trength a a function for various b with initial particle strength
IBMpa
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Figure 3.20 how the effect that change In the value of the Weibull modulu

Figure 6.14 effect of b on size distribution of products

parameter have on the predicted particle strengths. Figure 6.15 show the influence

that change to the alue of the Wei bull modulu parameter m have on the cumulative

product ize di tribution, for a con tant value of b=-l.l and (jo =18MPa for the large t

particle ize. The three curve for the different Wei bull modulus m value are almo t

coincident. It i therefore concluded that changes to the Weibull modulus parameter

doe not ignificantly affect the product cumulative size di tribution. In conclu ion,

for the three parameter which govern the particle strengths, size effect factor b ha

the greate t influence to the product ize distribution and Weibull modulu m ha the

lea t influence.
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6.4 BP mod I of the cone crusher

The BPM m d lib d on the principle of bonding pheres together to form an

nt rock particle. Breakage is represented by broken bond .

Compared with th PB model the model can take into consideration particle

movement a a r ult f ru hing equence a the particle is broken into mal1er

agglomerat dir tly. Thi annot be achieved for the PBM approach becau e the

fragment ha e to I ated at the arne po ition as the original particle. However,

the BPM appr a h on urn much greater computational time than the PBM

approach. r mpl th agglomerate generated in chapter 5 contain 1600 phere ;

3200 0 pher ar n eded to con truct a 200 particle cone crusher model. Thi can

take 5-6 month for ne imulation. Therefore, only one imulation ha been

performed in thi proj t t amine it fea ibility.
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6.4.1 Outlin of the model olution algorithm

The DEM imulation model u ed 100 particle a the feed material. The size of th

particle wer cho en to be in the range 14-28 mm, which is smallest size fraction of

the balla t particle cru hed in Chapter 5. The agglomerates u ed here are den e

random packing agglom rat which are generated u ing the method introduced in

ection 5.4. Th influ n of particle hape on the breakage effected wa al 0

con idered. igur 6.16 detail th modelling tage used to generate the irregular

agglomerate hap

• ph ri a] random den e packing agglomerate of radiu ratio 4

u ing th m th d introduced in ection 5.4. The radius of the agglomerate

h uld b

al ulat

ual to the mea ured ieve size of the real particle.

dim n ional external profile of the real particle. The tool•

• h k th c ntre of all the phere in the agglomerate to reject the sphere

ho ntr lie ut ide the boundary.
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The micro input parameter u ed are calibrated in section 5.4 and shown in Table 5.2.

The imulation pr edure w hown in Figure 6.17, which depict animation till f

the equential tage of the olution of the model. The procedure is as follow:

f radiu 2 mm were randomly generated in ide the artificial

cylind r all ab th mantle.

• Th ph re ar r pIa d by agglomerate .

ar d po ited into the feed bin by gravity. The bond of the

ar gi n an artificially high bond strength to avoid breakage

n pro e . A flat artificial wall is constructed above the

id th particle dropping into the chamber directly.

•

during th

• nd in th aggJ m rat are re-allocated their normal value . The flat

artifi ial 11i th n d 1 t d to allow the particles to flow into the chamber.

• h mantI i r t t d.

ur th crusher imuJation in action using BPM approach
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6.4.2 Resul ts

The sizes of the fragments were calculated as the equivalent radius, expressed as:

3M
4np(1- P) Equation 6·15

where RI represents the equivalent radius of the fragment and M denotes the

cumulative mass of all the spheres included in the fragment, p is the density of micro

spheres which is 2650kg/m3 shown in Table 6.2, and P is the porosity of the initial

agglomerate which is 0.31 shown in Figure 5.16

The stills animations shown on Figure 6.17 show that some fragments are projected

upwards out of the crusher chamber or bin. This dynamic phenomenon is caused by

particle collisions and may also occur in the operation of real cone crushers. Figure

6.18 shows a graphical comparison of the predicted cumulative product size

distributions for the two breakage modes using the same cone crusher model

geometry and operational conditions. The CSS and eccentric speed were 15 mm and

300 rpm, respectively. An examination of the data presented shows that for any sieve

size, the cumulative mass percentage produced by the BPM is always higher than that

computed by the PBM. The largest differences between the predicted solutions occur

at the finest size 2mm. The cumulative mass of products finer than 2 mm for the DPM

and PBM models are 9.8% and 1%, respectively. The differences between the

predicted distributions decrease for the largest particles sizes.
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Figure 6.18 ompari on of BMP cone crusher and PBM cone crusher

6.S Summary

A prototype DEM cone cru her model has been succe fully con tructed u ing tw

appro ache : PBM and BPM. The performance of these cru her model were a d

by examining the influence that change to the CSS and eccentric speed etting

on the predicted cumulative product ize distributions. It wa found either a de r a

in the CSS or an increa e in the eccentric rotational speed resulted in mor c mput

breakage event within the cru her chamber, which are con i tent with the videnc in

the literature. The breakage mode wa also found to influence the cumulativ iz

di tribution of the product. Three parameters were identified as charact ri ing th

strength of a particle: 37% ten ile trength ()o ,the ize effect factor b and an th

Weibull modulu m. The ize effect factor b is found to have mo t influenc n th

product cumulative ize di tribution, whil t change to the Weibull m dulu m

produced little change. Unfortunately, due to the large number of c mputati n

required by the BPM approach, it wa only po ible to perform a ingl m d 1

simulation u ing thi method.

It was concluded that the u e of both breakage mode with the prototype D M n

cru her model were able to ati factorily replicate the performance of a con cru h r.
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The main challenge for the PBM approach is to model the particle flow dynamic in

the crusher chamber. (It is known that the performance of a cone crusher is highly

dependent on the particle flow dynamics within the crushing chamber.) However,

during the application of the PBM algorithm the particle dynamics are temporarily

deactivated as the progeny particles are generated at the same position as the parent

particle. Therefore the model cannot replicate any particle movements during the

crushing sequence. In contrast, this is not a problem for the BPM approach as the

agglomerates are actually broken into smaller agglomerate. However, the PBM

approach is much more computationally efficient than the BPM model. Based on the

resulting particle size distributions for the two approaches, it can be concluded that

the simple PBM model may be very useful in quickly establishing the influence that

changes to the parameter values may have on the predicted cone crusher performance

if computational time is an issue.
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS

FOR FUTURE WORK

AND SUGGESTIONS

7.1 Conclusions

The main aims of the research reported in this thesis were as follows:

1. To develop a DEM model to replicate the flow and breakage through cone

crushers

2. To develop a more fundamental understanding of the rock and machine

parameters that contribute to the optimum flow and breakage of rock within

cone crushers

3. To investigate the influence of the chamber geometry on predicted rock flow

and breakage.

4. To investigate the role of feed rock size distribution on the predicted product

rock sizes produced.

5. To validate the models developed agains.t known machine and rock parameters.

The following specific objectives have been achieved in order to meet these aims:

1. A critical literature review has been performed on the cone crusher including

the working principles of the cone crusher and recent research that has been

conducted to characterise the performance of cone crusher.

2. A critical literature review has been performed on rock comminution and the

characterisation and analysis of rock particle size.
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3. A critical literature review has been performed on the concepts of DEM and

PFC3D, and recent relevant applications.

4. Physical experiments of flow of single sized pebbles in a chute have been

conducted. Corresponding DEM simulations have been performed and

validated with the results.

5. Physical experiments of zones of flow of different sizes (three size fractions)

in a chute and corresponding simulations have been conducted. The DEM

model has been validated with the experimental results.

6. Experimental work on single ballast particle breakage of three size fractions

between parallel steel plates has been performed. The variation of tensile

strengths, the size effect on tensile strengths and the size distribution of the

fragments have been analysed.

7. Diametrical particle compression tests have been simulated using DEM.

8. The DEM cone crusher model has been constructed using both PBM approach

and BPM approach.

9. A parametric study of the cone crusher has been performed to investigate the

influence of chamber geometry on the size distribution of the products.

10. The DEM cone crusher model has been validated with the literature.

The conclusions that can be drawn from this research are:

Flow

• A simple inverse method using the heap test to establish the angle of repose

(Ferellec & McDowell, 2010) to determine the correct particle-particle

friction coefficient of irregular shaped particles is found to be an appropriate

way to calibrate the particle-particle friction coefficient in DEM modelling

irregular material.
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• The viscous damping system should be chosen in DEM for a dynamic model.

The critical damping ratio can be calibrated by using the restitution coefficient

of the particle which was measured by a drop test in the lab.

• Modelling particle shape is important for DEM modelling of irregular material

flow; the four-ball clumps give a more accurate prediction of the velocities of

pebbles than simple sphere.

• The deposition method will affect the velocities of the particles in DEM

modelling the flow of irregular shaped particle.

• For a given bite angle, there is a minimum value of CSS normalised by

particle size below which flow does not occur, and a maximum value beyond

which the clearance time does not reduce.

• For a given CSS, the clearance time increases dramatically with an increasing

bite angle.

• It is possible to model the flow of irregular shaped particles in three

dimensions if due care is taken over the selection of clump shape and

determination of the correct particle parameters.

Breakage

• Weibull (1951) statistic is verified to be appropriate to be applied on the

variability of ballast particle strengths.

• In diametrical compression tests the particles usually break into two major

particles which occupy 60% and 30% of the mass of the original particle and

the remaining mass was crushed into fines.

• The hexagonal closed packing is found to be extreme anisotropic so that it

may not be suitable to model particle breakage under multiple contacts.
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• A new method of fanning a dense, isotropic rock particle with negligible

initial overlap by inserting particles to fill the voids in the agglomerate was

proposed.

• It is found for a dense random packing agglomerate, the packing density has a

strong influence on the tensile strength of the particle. The denser agglomerate

has a higher tensile strength.

• A denser agglomerate results in a more isotropic particle.

• An increase in packing density by filling the voids with smaller and smal1er

particles also results in less statistical variation in strength for different

random packings.

• Asperity breakage can be minimised by increasing the packing density of

agglomerates.

• The modelling of variation of particle strengths can be achieved by simply

giving each agglomerate a single value of bond strength which is taken from

the same distribution of the experimental results for the target particles.

Cone crusher

• Both the BP~1 approach and PBM approach can be used to construct a cone

crusher model.

• For the PB~l approach, decreasing the CSS results in more breakage in the

crusher chamber.

• For the PB~1 approach, more fine particles can be obtained by increasing the

eccentric speed of the crusher.

• For the PB~1 approach, the breakage mode has been found to influence the

size distribution of the product.
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• For the PBM approach, the size effect factor b has a significant influence on

the size distribution of the products.

• For the PB~1 approach, the initial tensile strength of the largest particle 00

influences the size distribution of the products.

• For the PB~f approach, the Weibull modulus m which represents the

variability of tensile strengths of particles has a minor effect on the size

distribution of the products.

• Based on the resulting particle size distributions for the two approaches, it can

be concluded that the simple PB~f model may be very useful in establishing

quickly the effects of different micro parameters if computational time is an

issue.

7.2 Future work

The breakage mode has been proved to effect the size distribution of product for the

PBM cone crusher model. The breakage mode used in this study was obtained from

the size distribution in the fragments of the experimental diametral crushing tests.

However, the fragments may be different for a particle fractured under diametrically

crushing and multi-direction crushing. Thus, the breakage modes of particle under

multi-direction crushing are suggested to be examined experimentally. This can

provide the PB~f cone crusher model with more reasonable breakage modes.

Particle shape has been shown to be important for OEM modelling of particle flow.

However, only spheres were used as the feed material in the BPM cone crusher to

save time. It is suggested that the feed material is replaced by irregular shaped clumps
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to investigate the importance of the shape of the feed material on the size distribution

of products for a OE~1 cone crusher model.

More simulations of the BP~f cone crusher model need to be performed. The effect of

different parameters (such as CSS, eccentric speed) on the size distribution of

products needs to be investigated. The results need to be compared with that of the

PBM model to determine if BP~1 model can be used to research the effects of

different micro parameters if time is an issue.

More quantitative validations are necessary for both cone crusher OEM models. It is

necessary to validate the models against known machine and rock parameters and

refine the models to give greater quantitative agreement with experiments, so that

OEM can be used to increase comminution efficiency.
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